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Abstract

In chapter one, Dr. Hendrik Wolff and I examine the effect of an Alabama immigration law on documented immigrants. Alabama’s 2011 immigration law (H.B. 56) specifically targets, significantly limits the economic opportunities of, and intensifies the prosecution of undocumented immigrants. Using demographic and citizenship data we test whether the law has led to an unintended reduction of the documented immigrant population of the state. Our hypothesis is that documented immigrants will choose not to locate in Alabama, due to their connections with undocumented immigrants who choose not to live in Alabama because of HB.56. Using synthetic control on data from 2006-2017, we find a significant downward effect on the percentage of the population that is foreign-born non-citizens, and no effect of the law on immigrant citizens. Using data measuring new permanent residents we see no effect on new PRs after the passage of H.B 56. This suggests that the drop in Alabama’s immigrant population is likely due to the intended effect of the law discouraging undocumented immigrants from living in Alabama, and that there does not seem to be a similar effect on documented immigrants.

In chapter two, Dr. Eric Werker and I estimate community benefits stemming from the signing of benefit sharing agreements associated with two mining projects. Benefit-sharing agreements determine how resource extraction companies and stakeholder communities share the economic rents created by extractive activities. Besides direct financial compensation, BSAs can include preferential access to contracting opportunities for local firms, guarantees of direct employment for local individuals, and other benefits that can be economically quantified. This paper seeks to demonstrate that BSAs can be quantitatively modeled by estimating the expected size of benefits from two BSAs: the Newmont Ahafo gold mine in Ghana, and the Baffinland iron mine in Nunavut, Canada. We compare the levels of expected BSA benefits to a counterfactual scenario in which we imagine the companies carry out their extractive activities in the absence of signing a BSA and estimate the relative contribution from each of financial transfers, jobs, and contracting opportunities. We find that in the Ahafo case the impacted community’s discounted benefits from the BSA amount to 1.08% of the estimated life-of-mine revenue and 2.10% in the Mary River case, with the primary contributions coming from jobs and financial transfers respectively. Quan-
tifying potential BSA benefits can have practical value for future BSA negotiations and for monitoring the implementation of agreements.

In chapter three Dr. Eric Werker and I use a newly created dataset to test hypotheses about what determines the government “take” of gold mining operations worldwide. We define government take as the share of net revenue of a mine collected by the mine’s host country government in taxes and other payments. We construct a theoretical model to predict the government take, and then use linear regression to test the agreement between theory and the data. Investment decision theory predicts that governments should decrease their tax rate on mining operations to compensate multinational corporate investors for increased local development costs and political risks. However, higher political risk, and local development requirements are actually associated with higher government take. We find that country-level political economy variables have more predictive power in explaining the patterns determining the government take than the basic investment theory model. We interpret this as evidence that the conventional wisdom surrounding mining investment decisions is incomplete, and that political economy channels may have a role to play in describing the underlying process of determining government take of mining projects.

**Keywords:** Immigration Policy, Synthetic Control, Benefit Sharing Agreements, Benefit Sharing, Mining, Taxation
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Chapter 1

Sweet Home Alabama: Migration Externalities of America’s Toughest Immigration Law

1.1 Introduction

We examine the demographic effects of the passage of the 2011 Alabama law, HB.56. This legislation is designed to encourage self-deportation of undocumented immigrants from the state. We hypothesize that documented immigrants would also be discouraged from living in Alabama due to their undocumented family members avoiding the state. This paper is the first of its kind to use synthetic control to measure the effect, of an immigration policy which targets undocumented immigrants, on the decisions of documented immigrants about where to live.

Immigration policy directly and indirectly affects millions of people within the US. There were 41.3 million immigrants living in the US in 2013, and around 80 million people in the US were first or second generation residents and/or citizens (Zong and Batalova, 2015). Around a million people gained US legal permanent resident status each year from 2000 to 2013. Over half a million undocumented immigrants were apprehended each year during the same period, and an estimated 11.4 million undocumented persons resided in the US in 2011 (US Department of Homeland Security, 2012, 2014). Asylum seekers can theoretically benefit from preferential status in immigrating. Once immigrants attain legal status in the US they may even have an incentive to “pull the ladder up behind themselves” and to push for more strict immigration standards aimed at reducing further immigration, and hence competition for employment.

Immigration has always played a huge role in shaping the society of the United States, and national immigration policy has shifted along the spectrum from open immigration, to completely closing borders for particular groups of people, both during peace and times of war (Rowen, 2016). Though not for the first time in US history, in recent years anti immigration sentiments have manifested themselves in government, endangering the prospects
of those seeking to relocate to the US, and potentially mitigating immigration’s effects on
the society. Opposition to legal and illegal immigration from Central and South America is
popular in some parts of the US population as well. It is crucial for the debate surrounding
immigration policy to understand the mechanisms that underlie immigration/emigration
decisions and to test whether immigration related policies have intended or unintended im-

pacts. In order to analyze a mechanism by which immigrants choose to locate in the US,
we use the toughest immigration law in the US. It is important to see how immigration
policies can affect the connections between the millions of documented and undocumented
immigrants in the US and how those policies can impact their social and economic lives,
and the society and economy in general.

Bohn et al. (2014) analyze the Legal Arizona Workers Act (LAWA), using synthetic
control to compare levels of likely undocumented workers between Arizona and synthetic
Arizona. The state legislature passed LAWA in 2007, requiring all employers to verify new
hires' authorization to work in the US using the E-Verify document verification system.
This legal change created harsh penalties for employers who don’t use E-Verify in their
hiring procedures and also for those who hire undocumented immigrants, thus erecting
significant barriers to undocumented persons acquiring work in Arizona. The authors find
that the percentage of the population which is statistically more likely to be undocumented
immigrants (working age, non-college-educated Hispanic males) saw a significant decline in
the wake of LAWA’s passage, suggesting self deportation from and/or reduced in-migration
to the state of that segment of the population (Bohn et al., 2014).

Authors Hoekstra and Orozco-Aleman write in their 2017 paper about the effects of SB
1070, a piece of Arizona legislation similar to HB.56, on Mexican immigration to Arizona.
Through using a novel dataset containing survey responses of US-bound Mexican migrants,
they find compelling evidence suggesting that the passage of SB 1070 reduced the rate
of undocumented workers moving to Arizona by 30 to 70 percent (Hoekstra and Orozco-
Aleman, 2017). Their work, like ours, suggests a significant effect of state immigration policy
on immigrants’ decisions of where to live in the US. While these papers help to uncover
evidence of an immigration policy’s effects on undocumented immigrants, we are the first
authors to measure the effects of tough immigration policy on the decisions of documented
immigrants about where to live in the US.

Whereas these authors use survey and demographic data to examine the impacts of
policy on undocumented immigrants, in our analysis we use demographic, visa, and
citizenship data to measure effects on documented immigrants.

We use the term “undocumented immigrants” to refer to individuals living in the US
without proper authorization from the government, and “documented immigrants” refers to
foreign-born individuals with US citizenship or permanent residency. A state’s population
of documented immigrants added to its population of undocumented immigrants equals the
state’s total immigrant population.
We use synthetic control estimation to test the idea that HB.56 has indirectly created an “immigrant deficit”, the difference between Alabama’s actual immigrant population and that of the counterfactual Alabama in which HB.56 was never instated. Our prediction is that while the law is intended to target undocumented immigrants, it would also put downward pressure on the population of documented immigrants in Alabama. We cannot reject the null hypothesis that the law has had no effect on the decisions of documented immigrants, but we do see an effect of the law on immigrant non-citizens (which includes undocumented immigrants).

Our first set of estimates using data on the foreign-born percentage of the population suggest that HB.56 has reduced the percentage of the Alabama population that is foreign-born non-citizens in treatment years over the period of study.

Unfortunately the data on foreign-born non-citizens doesn’t distinguish between documented and undocumented immigrants. This prevents us from knowing whether the immigrant deficit comes from a reduction in the population of undocumented, documented, or both types of immigrants. In order to measure documented immigrants directly, we analyze U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) data on new permanent residents (PRs) in each state-year. The PR data analysis shows that there is no effect of HB.56 on the number of new permanent residents in Alabama after 2011.

There is no effect on immigrant citizens and immigrant PRs, with a significant effect on immigrant non-citizens. This pattern suggests that the decrease we see in the percentage of the population that is foreign-born is due to HB.56 having the intended effect of discouraging undocumented immigrants from living in Alabama, without having a significant effect on documented immigrants.

These results contribute to the literature concerning immigration and immigration policy. Ours is the first paper to use synthetic control to test the link between anti undocumented immigrant policies and a reduction in the population of documented immigrants who would not be directly affected by such a policy. The results are important for policy debate concerning immigration. The contentious climate surrounding immigration policy in the US, particularly concerning immigration from Mexico and other south and central American countries highlights the importance of immigration policy and its externalities for policy makers and voters. These results are pertinent for the debate over what the effects on immigrants would be of increasing immigration enforcement.

1.2 Background Information

Anecdotally, many Hispanic Alabamans have reported experiencing increased suspicion and race-based discrimination since HB.56 was passed (Sarlin, 2013; Constable, 2012). Hispanic children have been victims of increased intimidation and bullying at school, leading to decreased attendance (Struckman, 2011; Weishar, 2011). There is also anecdotal evidence
that this threatening atmosphere appears to have caused many documented immigrants
to leave Alabama in order to work, live, and stay connected to undocumented friends and
family members more directly affected by the law (National Immigration Law Center, 2012;
Post, 2012).
Even before the passage of HB.56 or laws like it, life for both documented and undocu-
mented immigrants could oftentimes be difficult and uncertain. The Southern Poverty Law
Center writes that;

“They [Latinos in the South] are routinely cheated out of their earnings and
denied basic health and safety precautions. They are regularly subjected to racial
profiling and harassment by law enforcement. They are victimized by criminals
who know they are reluctant to report attacks. And they are frequently forced
to prove themselves innocent of immigration violations, regardless of their legal
status.” (Southern Poverty Law Center, 2009)

1.3 HB.56 as the Topic of this Analysis

HB.56 is widely regarded as the “toughest” anti-illegal immigration law in the US. The
legislation was introduced by Representative Micky Hammon on the first of March 2011,
passed in June, and went into effect on September first of that year (National Conference of
State Legislators, 2012). The rapidity with which the law was introduced and passed limits
the possibility that individuals were able to anticipate its implementation and pre-adjust
behaviors accordingly.

HB.56, or The Beason-Hammon Alabama Taxpayer and Citizen Protection Act mandates that:

1. Law enforcement personnel must make an effort to determine the legal status of anyone
reasonably suspected of living in the US without authorization.

2. Undocumented immigrants are barred from receiving any public benefits at the state
or local level.

3. Public schools must find out which students and parents are undocumented immi-
grants, and provide the information to the state.

4. Landlords aren’t allowed to rent to known undocumented immigrants.

5. Employers aren’t allowed to knowingly hire undocumented immigrants, and are re-
quired to use the E-Verify document verification system to screen all potential em-
ployees.

6. Any contracts entered into, between an undocumented immigrant and any party aware
of their undocumented status, are null and void.
Subsequent legislation, H.B.658, which passed on May 18th of 2012, amended 13 of the 34 sections of HB.56. Among the changes to HB.56, the newer legislation left in place provisions 1-6 above, as well as creating a requirement that courts record and publish information about undocumented immigrants who have appeared before them (National Conference of State Legislators, 2012). Throughout its legislative life, HB.56 has been widely opposed by civil and immigrant rights proponents, as well as being challenged by the US departments of Homeland Security, Justice, State, and Education. The constitutionality of many provisions of the law were challenged in the case of United States v. Alabama and Governor Robert J. Bentley. The controversial nature of the law stems largely from the fear of significant negative effects on the lives of already-marginalized Alabama residents. The US Department of Justice explained in a letter to the state of Alabama that HB.56 has created a hostile climate at schools for Hispanic children as well as having caused large increases in absenteeism among the same population (Post, 2012).

The Center for Business and Economic Research at the University of Alabama performed an HB.56 cost-benefit analysis. They estimate that, instead of helping Alabama’s fiscal situation and increasing statewide economic activity, HB.56 has had a significant negative impact on taxes collected, increased immigration enforcement costs, and reduced economic output and business prospects for Alabama (Addy, 2012). Many businesses reported labor shortages due to much of their labor forces leaving the state or being afraid to show up for work for fear of apprehension and deportation (Constable, 2012; Rawls, 2011). Even documented US immigrants, particularly Hispanic individuals, have reported feelings of being unwelcome in Alabama after HB.56 was passed (Rawls, 2011). Anecdotes further suggest that many documented immigrants have quit long-term careers and left Alabama to avoid being indirectly affected by HB.56 or in order to stay connected to friends and family who may be in the US illegally and who have been forced to leave the state (Constable, 2012).

1.4 Methodology

1.4.1 Data Source(s)

The first data used in our state-level analysis comes from the American Community Survey (ACS), carried out by the United States Census Bureau (United States Census Bureau, 2015). This extensive data set is a representative random sample of the US population carried out in every state in the US, each year. The ACS doesn’t differentiate between documented and undocumented individuals.

In the interest of brevity, we will use the placeholders FB, FBC, and FBN to refer to; the percentage of a state’s population that is foreign-born, the percentage of a state’s population made up of foreign-born US citizens, and the percentage of a state’s population consisting of foreign-born non-citizens, respectively (FB = FBC+FBN).
The ACS data include overall population, employment levels, distribution of national origins, and immigration status, among other useful statistics. From these data, we get our variables of interest such as the FB, FBC, and FBN. The second dataset used is USCIS data on the number of new PRs in each state-year which comes from the yearly Yearbook of Immigration Statistics (United States. Department of Homeland Security, 2014). All of these data are freely accessible on the internet.

Our variables of interest for each state-year include FB, FBC, FBN, the total number of new PRs, and the ratio of the total number of new PRs to the population. Our independent variables which predict the outcomes include for each state-year are: state population, percent of the population that is hispanic, black, and white, foreign-born population, population density, the gini coefficient of economic inequality, the unemployment rate, the percentage of jobs that are “rural”, the percentage of jobs that are in construction, the percent of the 25 and up population that has a high school diploma, the percent of the 25 and up population that has a bachelor’s degree or higher, and the percent of the population below the poverty line.

1.4.2 Synthetic Control

Synthetic control is a useful technique for evaluating a change in one jurisdiction, when one has access to a group of control jurisdictions (such as regions within the same country) but none of the other regions are particularly well suited to being “the best” counterfactual or even a plausibly usable counterfactual. The synthetic control estimation technique was introduced by Abadie et al. in 2003. In that paper the authors examine the effect of Basque country nationalist terrorism (terrorist attacks is the treatment) on GDP growth in the Basque region of Spain. No plausible counterfactual exists for the Basque region of Spain. This theoretical counterfactual would essentially look just like the Basque region, except without having experienced the campaign of terrorist attacks that the real region did. In order to deal with the lack of a plausible comparison region, the authors use the data to construct a counterfactual of this nature (Abadie and Gardeazabal, 2003).

They accomplish this through creating a weighted average of the other provinces of Spain in a way that closely matches the actual Basque region’s GDP/capita growth data and data on the predictors of GDP/capita during the pre-treatment period, before the Basque nationalist terrorist attacks. In this way they created a synthetic Basque Country region. This data-driven method of creating a counterfactual leaves the authors with a plausibly useful comparison “state” where pre-treatment parallel trends closely holds by construction between the real and synthetic Basque region. The post-treatment-year outcomes for the treated unit and the synthetic control unit are then compared graphically to determine if there appears to be any effect of the treatment.

Similar to the filtering process described in Abadie et al. (2015), we remove certain control states from our pool of states that can possibly end up with positive weights in the
synthetic unit. The removed states are very different from Alabama, possibly affected by the policy change in question, or which have implemented immigration policies similar to HB.56 during or after 2005 and so are not acceptable control states in that regard (Abadie et al., 2015). Any states which border Alabama are removed from the control state pool, as they are more likely to be directly affected by this policy through migration from Alabama. Coastal states are removed as they are likely very dissimilar to Alabama culturally and economically. We also remove states with outcome variable levels more than double or less than half of 2011 Alabama’s. This leaves us 17 control states to choose from when assigning the weights for synthetic Alabama’s creation in the FB* analyses. We are left with 11 control states to choose from in the analysis of the data on new PRs. The weights assigned to control states which make up the synthetic control version of Alabama, for each of the five outcome variables of interest, are shown in tables 1.1 through 1.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1.1: FB Control State Weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weights State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0.776 Louisiana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 0.223 North Dakota</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Weighting of control states to create synthetic Alabama.
Outcome variable is the percent of the population foreign born.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1.2: FBC Control State Weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weights State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0.095 Idaho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 0.672 Kentucky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 0.233 North Dakota</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Weighting of control states to create synthetic Alabama.
Outcome variable is the percent of the population that is foreign born citizens.

1.5 Estimation Results

We use synthetic control to examine the question of whether or not HB.56 had a negative effect on Alabama’s FB, FBC, FBN, new PRs, and new PRs per person post-treatment. The results of these exercises are reported in figures 1.1 through 1.5.

We see in figures 1.1 and 1.3 that there is a significant divergence of FB and FBN respectively between synthetic Alabama and real Alabama after 2011. The gaps for immigrants overall and immigrant non-citizens pre-2011 are quite small, and widen significantly after 2011. We see in figure 1.2 that there appears to be no discernible effect of the law
Table 1.3: FBN Control State Weights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weights</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Weighting of control states to create synthetic Alabama.
Outcome variable is the percent of the population that is foreign born non citizens.

Table 1.4: New PRs Control State Weights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weights</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.386</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Weighting of control states to create synthetic Alabama.
Outcome variable is the number of PRs.

Table 1.5: New PRs per Person Control State Weights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weights</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Weighting of control states to create synthetic Alabama.
Outcome variable is the number of PRs per person.
on immigrant citizens, as the magnitude of the gaps in the case of immigrant citizens are similar pre- and post-2011. The action in the movement of the immigrant population is coming from an effect on the immigrant non-citizens.

By only using the ACS data we see an effect of HB.56 on the immigrant population. However, we do not know if this effect is on documented or undocumented immigrants or both. We would like to measure the impact of HB.56 specifically on documented immigrants and so use USCIS data on the number of new PRs, and the number of new PRs per person, per state-year. The results of these synthetic control analyses are displayed in figures 1.4 and 1.5. We can see clearly in figures 1.4 and 1.5 that the paths for Alabama and synthetic Alabama closely mirror one another both pre and post-treatment, suggesting that HB.56 has had no effect on the number of new PRs in Alabama. This result, along with the previous lack of impact on foreign-born citizens, we interpret to signify no effect of HB.56 on documented immigrants. It appears that what we are seeing is a drop in Alabama’s population of undocumented immigrants showing up in the ACS data analysis, and a lack of an effect on documented immigrant citizens and new PRs.

Our study of the PR data is limited in that we only observe the inflow of PRs, not the stock or the outflow, so we do not know what the net in or out flow is in each state. We are unable to definitively say that there was no impact on the population of PRs in Alabama, only that it that the inflow of new PRs does not appear to have been affected by HB.56. Our result for immigrant non-citizens could be driven by undocumented immigrants not leaving Alabama but simply being driven farther underground and becoming more hesitant to answer census questions.

In order to further ensure that we are seeing an effect on the foreign born non-citizens we perform two falsification tests. First we use the total state population as our outcome variable of interest, and then in another analysis we use the native born state population. There are no effects on either the total or native born population, as evidenced by figures 1.6 and 1.7. To test our ability to create a plausible counterfactual synthetic Alabama, we use data from 2006 to 2008 to predict 2009 and 2010. In figure 1.8 we see that we are able to predict post-2008 Alabama’s FBN accurately using previous years’ data.

1.5.1 Synthetic Control Inference

In order to reject the null hypothesis that there was no effect of HB.56 on Alabama’s documented immigrant population one needs a way to show that the relevant observed outcomes are not the result of random chance. The standard technique used in the synthetic control literature is one that uses the results of placebo tests and compares that to the results of our analysis of the actual treated state outcomes (Abadie and Gardeazabal, 2003; Abadie et al., 2010, 2011, 2015). First, we perform a synthetic control analysis on each of the control states as if each were the treatment state instead of Alabama. Then the outcome variable of each state’s synthetic version is compared to its actual outcomes and the difference (the
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“gap”) is plotted over time. One can then overlay all of these gaps graphs to see whether or not the differences between synthetic and real Alabama are uncommonly large when compared to the differences between the real and synthetic versions of the control states. If the post-treatment gaps are significantly larger for Alabama than what is “normal” for the group, this would suggest that our outcome of interest is the result of the legal change in question and not spurious correlations in the data. The results of this exercise for the percentage of the population made up of foreign-born non-citizens is presented in figure 1.9.

The effect of HB.56 appears to be coming completely through its effect on foreign-born non-citizens. Therefore we focus on this result and try to determine its statistical significance. We limit our comparison to states for which the synthetic control procedure has created a relatively good pre-treatment synthetic version (the pre-treatment gaps between the real and synthetic version of a state are close to zero). As in the synthetic control literature, we first limit the comparison states to those which have a mean squared prediction error (MSPE) less than 10x that of Alabama. The MSPE measures the degree to which a synthetic state’s outcome mirrors its real version pre-treatment. We then further limit the comparison group to states which have pre-treatment gaps relatively close to zero, where the Alabama gaps generally sit. This unfortunately leaves us with only 4 comparison states. In the placebo states, there does not seem to be any upward or downward pattern in their gaps graphs. They all seem to hover around the same level before and after treatment. However, for our treatment state, we can see the gaps between synthetic and real Alabama are around zero pre-2011 and then clearly expand as time goes on after 2011. This pattern suggests to us an increased impact of the legislation over time.

The fact that the pre-treatment gaps for many of the placebo states are large, and so they were removed from the gaps graph, suggests to us that the synthetic control method is not able to generate synthetic versions of many placebo states that closely mirror their real counterparts pre-treatment. Among the states which are reasonably well approximated, the gaps for synthetic Alabama do appear significantly larger. We interpret the gaps graph, figure 1.9, as allowing us to reject the null hypothesis that HB.56 had no effect on the decisions of immigrants on where to live. HB.56 appears to have decreased the share of the population that is immigrant non-citizens, and not affected the level or share of new PRs in Alabama.

1.6 Conclusion

We use synthetic control to test the hypothesis that Alabama’s 2011 anti-undocumented immigrant law, HB.56, has had an unintended effect of dissuading documented immigrants from living in Alabama due to their connections with undocumented members of their community specifically targeted by the legislation. We use American Community Survey data about the percent of each state-year’s population that is foreign-born and U.S. Citizen-
Figure 1.9: Synthetic Control Inference Graph
ship and Immigration Services data about the number of new permanent residents in each state-year to test our hypothesis. The results of our analysis of the two datasets leads us to reject the null hypothesis of no effect, for immigrant non-citizens. We do not see any effect of the law on immigrant citizens and new PRs. This suggests that the law had the intended effect of driving some portion of immigrant non-citizens, likely the undocumented, from the state without also driving out documented immigrants that they have connections with. It appears that connections between documented and undocumented immigrants are not strong enough to outweigh the other deciding factors, economic opportunities for example, on where documented immigrants decide to live. These results suggest that states which enact these types of legislation targeting undocumented immigrants would not also unwittingly dissuade documented immigrants from locating in the state.
Chapter 2

What do Communities Get From Mining Projects? Valuing Benefit-Sharing Agreements

2.1 Introduction

Conflicts surrounding mining projects have cost companies and communities human lives, significant time, energy, and money, as well as forgone potential benefits of resource extraction (Davis and Franks, 2014; Özkaynak et al., 2012; Slack, 2009; Weber-Fahr, 2002). To avoid these costs, mining companies have turned to signing contracts with mining-affected communities. These agreements, herein referred to as benefit-sharing agreements (BSAs), help to lay out the rights, responsibilities, and governance mechanisms of each of the corporate and community stakeholders of a mining operation. BSAs also determine how resource extraction companies and stakeholder communities share in the economic rents from extractive activities. Each host community, in negotiating a BSA, must make trade-offs between various potential benefit streams. These can include preferential access to sub-contracting opportunities for local firms, guarantees of direct employment for local individuals, and financial payments to the community.

Mining is a large industry with significant ties to countries all over the globe. The gold mining industry alone accounted for more than USD 171.6 billion of direct and indirect spending in the world economy in 2013. Over four million people worldwide were directly employed by or a subcontractor of the gold mining industry in the same year (World Gold Council, 2015). The often rural and relatively poor communities situated near mining projects potentially have much to gain by signing BSAs. This paper provides a place to start for communities to more meaningfully engage in BSA negotiations and extract concessions. A quantitative measurement of BSA-derived benefits can help mining-affected communities make concrete demands of mining companies in BSA negotiations. Knowing the size and types of benefits that communities have received in the past, and how small those benefits
have been in some cases, can provide a benchmark for the minimum amount of benefits that a community should accept in terms of benefits from the mining company involved.

BSAs are a way for the corporate and community stakeholders (or rights holders, in some contexts) to plan for the mitigation of mining’s negative effects and provide mining-affected communities with a share of its benefits (Otto, 2010; O’Faircheallaigh, 2013). They allow communities to supplement sometimes woefully inadequate legislation concerning mining activities and their potential negative externalities (Kamlongera, 2013). That being said, the success of communities in protecting their interests depends highly on the policy, institutional, and legal environment that they exist within (O’Faircheallaigh, 2006). The growing popularity of BSA negotiations in the mineral extraction sector comes partly from the idea that in order to proceed with mining operations, companies need a “social license to operate” in order to prevent protests and disruption of mining activities (Prno and Slocombe, 2012). In the mining sector, research has shown that the pursuit of corporate social responsibility in relation to improving community outcomes is often in response to pressure from civil society organizations, public and private regulations, pressure from financial markets, and changing community expectations (Mzembe and Meaton, 2014).

BSA negotiations can help to not only provide financial benefits to communities, but can also protect the cultural heritage of Indigenous groups when negotiations meaningfully address weaknesses in their bargaining power (O’Faircheallaigh, 2008). BSAs are potentially beneficial to mining firms in addition to mining-affected communities, as Henisz et al. find that increased stakeholder support leads to higher financial valuation of firms (Henisz et al., 2014). By examining stock market reactions to the signing of Canadian BSAs, Dorobantu and Odziemkowska similarly find that firms investing in extractive projects are more highly valued by shareholders when signing BSAs with communities that have strong property rights protections, experience with legal processes, and a history of protests. Such communities are more likely to be able to delay or completely disrupt mining projects, and so securing their consent is seen as more necessary and valuable to extractives firms (Dorobantu and Odziemkowska, 2017).

Even as BSAs have become widely prevalent based on their promise of benefit transfer, the actual levels of benefits inside them remain unknown and unmeasured. This paper estimates the expected size of benefits from two publicly available BSAs concerning two different mines: the Newmont Ahafo gold mine in Ghana, and the Baffinland Mary River iron mine in Nunavut, Canada. In Ahafo, Newmont signed three agreements with the surrounding communities that put forward a multi-stakeholder governing framework, set a minimum local employment target, and established a development foundation funded by contributions from the mine equal to 1% of net profits and $1/oz gold. In Mary River, Baffinland and the Qikiqtani Inuit Association (QIA) signed an Inuit Impact and Benefit Agreement (IIBA) that established a governance framework, agreed to a minimum Inuit employment goal, put
forward bidding criteria that would favor Indigenous-owned businesses, set land and water use rates, and determined that 1.19% of net revenue be transferred to the QIA.

We posit that communities must make trade-offs between different types of benefits in BSA negotiations. However, the extent to which this happens may be limited to trade-offs at the margins. O’Faircheallaigh finds that, in company-Indigenous community negotiated mining BSAs in Australia, agreements with strong provisions in one area tend to be strong in other areas. For instance, strong cultural heritage protections are paired with strong environmental protections, and the reverse is true for weak protections. It appears that the relative bargaining power of the parties, the organizational strength and negotiation experience of organizations that represent Indigenous interests, and the level of Indigenous legal protections determine the strength of all of a BSA’s provisions together (O’Faircheallaigh, 2015).

Mineral development agreements (MDAs) perform similar functions to BSAs but are usually negotiated at the national level and perform the function of stabilizing the fiscal and legal environment surrounding mining projects. The corporate mining proponent and the relevant government decide on the rights and responsibilities of both parties, often covering things like environmental and socioeconomic issues resulting from mining, hiring of host country nationals, as well as royalty, tax, and other payments (Natural Resource Governance Institute, 2013). Best practice in negotiating MDAs includes the quantitative modeling of financial returns to mining companies and tax revenues to the host country, as has been the case for over 50 years (Smith and Wells, 1975). We seek to take these best practices and apply them to BSA negotiations, while moving beyond those best practices by also incorporating non-fiscal benefits. Using a modified discounted cash flow methodology, we model the expected returns to each host community by estimating financial transfers, employment and wages, and contracting profits, taking into account the parameters of the mine and price expectations for the resource at the time of the signing of each BSA. When figures are unavailable, we use estimates from comparable projects or previous studies. We compare the levels of expected BSA benefits to plausible counterfactual, or business-as-usual (BAU), scenarios, which we define more precisely as mining without signing a BSA.

There are several goals of this exercise, each of which contributes to the literature on resource development and potentially influences the practice of mining companies and mine-hosting communities. One, we wish to demonstrate how BSAs can be quantitatively modeled by doing so in two very separate contexts, with information that could have been available to advisers at the time of negotiation. Two, we seek to estimate the actual share of rents that communities have successfully negotiated for. Three, we examine where the benefits

1Throughout this paper when referring to a relevant community, we mean to speak of those specifically targeted for receipt of benefits by a particular BSA; in these cases, we mean local residents of the towns in the Ahafo mine catchment area, and the Inuit people living in communities near the Mary River mine site.
lie in two particular BSAs—are they largest in jobs, business opportunities, or in financial transfers? Four, we aim to put forward clear and simple methodologies for quantifying non-fiscal benefits like employment and contracting. This may have an impact beyond BSAs and extend to negotiations between resource companies and national governments.

Our work also contributes to the literature concerning community benefits from investment projects. The parameters of our financial model capture differences in projects that affect the community benefits captured. Through our model we are able to come up with predictions of negotiated outcomes, a procedure which could be recreated in other large scale investment settings.

We define the variables we will seek to estimate as well as the procedure for modeling the counterfactual scenarios. Our quantification of BSA-derived benefits includes only those measured in financial terms (excluded are things like improved communication or goodwill between parties to an agreement) and that are explicitly included in each BSA. We model the benefits flowing to each community from royalty payments, direct jobs with the mining company, local preference in subcontracting, and other payments, using a methodology that has not been used in this arena before. Our outcome variable of interest is the ratio of the net present value (NPV) of BSA benefits to the NPV of life-of-mine revenues. Ideally, we would use economic rents as the denominator, but getting an accurate measure of rents is beyond the scope of this work.

We find that in the Ahafo case the community’s expected benefits derived from the BSA amount to 1.08% of the estimated life-of-mine revenue, which is split fairly evenly between employment benefits and financial contributions; contracting was not discussed in the BSA (though Newmont did initiate a “linkages” program with the support of the International Finance Corporation). We find that the same measure in the Mary River case amounts to 2.10% of total life-of-mine revenue, driven primarily by financial contributions followed by employment, with contracting being the smallest of the three benefit streams. Using sensitivity analysis, we compare how the values change with different output prices.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section two explains generally our methodology for estimating BSA-derived benefits. Section three details our analysis and results for the Ahafo mine, and section four does the same for the Mary River case. Section five contains discussion and conclusions.

2.2 Estimating Community Benefits from BSAs

We estimate the predicted benefits accruing to the affected communities, above an estimate of benefits under a reasonable BAU scenario where the mining proceeds in the absence of a BSA. For each mine we model expected revenues and costs and employment and contracting opportunities created through the expected life of the mine. We are not estimating the
benefits of the mine net of environmental and economic impact. Because of data limitations, we do not consider multiplier effects; instead, we focus on the direct effects of the BSA.²

The ideal way to perform this exercise would be to obtain detailed mine production, hiring, and profitability predictions from a feasibility study (FS) of the mining asset. With this, one could anticipate a time path of the revenue and expenditures of the mine. These reports include geological information on mineral reserves, cost and revenue predictions, future world commodity price predictions, employment level predictions, along with other information that one would need in order to justify the investment (Pelaez, 2017).

We have access to the Mary River project FS, and so use the information contained therein, along with reasonable parameter estimates from relevant literature, to construct our estimates of community benefit derived from the Mary River BSA. Our research team was not given access to an Ahafo FS.³ Due to these data limitations, in the Ahafo case we were required to create a model of mine profitability from the ground up based on reasonable parameter values and assumptions from mining-related academic literature and industry reports, and in consultation with mining professionals.

The calculations for each mine are based on information that would have been available to negotiators at the time of the relevant BSA’s negotiations. We model benefits from the Ahafo mine in 2008 USD and Mary River in 2013 CAD. Benefits in future years are discounted at the rate of 3.5% (Boardman et al., 2010).

2.2.1 Calculation of Benefits Derived from Mining Activities

The total benefit $TOTAL$ is the discounted (at rate $d$) sum of the yearly expected benefit $B_t$ from the year of BSA signing, $t = 0$, to the end of the mine’s life, $t = T$. 

$$TOTAL_B = \sum_{t=0}^{T} B_t/(1+d)^t$$

(2.1)

The expected yearly value of each benefit stream can be decomposed into a set of easily interpretable terms. The following equations, in which the time subscripts are suppressed, are meant to illustrate conceptually our calculations. Below we decompose the estimates

²BSAs may also lead to indirect benefits. A report on the Newmont Ahafo mine estimates the multiplier ratio of the mine to be 2, meaning that for every dollar spent by the mine, 2 dollars of economic activity is generated locally, for example through mine employees spending money on goods and services (Kim et al., 2013). Our benefit estimates for the BSA are likely lower bounds, due to the existence of multiplier effects increasing total local benefits. Local workers and contractors may be more likely to spend money on local goods and services and invest in local business. Financial payments can be used to construct infrastructure such as roads, which may have a high rate of economic return.

³Canadian mining companies are required to make their FS public for each project. They are usually readily available on the mining company’s website and/or www.sedar.com. Despite multiple attempts to locate the Ahafo feasibility study, including writing the Vice President of Investor Relations directly, we were unable to access it.
of community benefits coming from jobs, royalty payments, and contracts, as these are the largest categories of benefits that we model in the examined BSAs. The equations defined below describe our estimates of the gross yearly level of economic benefits attributable to the relevant BSA.

**Jobs estimates**
Expectation of economic value from jobs \( = E[J] \), Average increase in salary per mining job over non-mining job \( = w \), Units of output \( = O \), Total mining jobs \( = j \), Mining jobs above BAU, going to relevant community \( = c \), Total mining jobs per unit of output \( = j/O \), Ratio of mining jobs going to local community to total mining jobs created \( = c/j \).

\[
E[J] = O \times j/O \times c/j \times w \iff E[J] = c \times w \quad (2.2)
\]

In words, the expected benefit from jobs is the mine output, multiplied by the job intensity of the mining, times the additional share of jobs going to the community, times the wage premium. Increasing \( c \) or \( w \) would increase the benefit to employment from the BSA. We do not ascribe expenditures on training or capacity-building projects as a benefit to the community if the intention of those programs is to increase the local level of employment, since that would be double-counting benefits—that is, training programs can be seen as an intermediate input in the increased earnings that we do model. This modeling choice does not diminish the importance of capacity building to local workers or firms; indeed, such programs may be required to realize the benefits of the BSA.

**Royalties estimates**
Expectation of Royalties \( = E[R] \), Royalty percentage of profit \( = p \), Royalty percentage of sales rate \( = s \), Royalty per unit of output \( = u \), Revenue per unit of output \( = r \), Production cost per unit of output \( = c \), Profit per unit of output \( = r - c \), Fixed payment \( = F \).

\[
E[R] = F + p \times O \times (r - c) + s \times O \times r + u \times O \quad (2.3)
\]

In the case of Ahafo, the royalty is driven by \( p \) and \( u \), or profit and volume of output, whereas at Mary River, the royalty is a hybrid of \( p \) and \( s \), a royalty charged on a base that is partway between sales and profits, plus \( F \) or a fixed payment.

**Contracting estimates**
Expectation of total contracting economic value added (EVA) to the community \( = E[S] \), Measure of total expenditures \( = TX \), Total expenditures paid to relevant community firms above and beyond BAU \( = f \), Percent of total expenditures going to local community of interest firms \( = f/TX \), Average total value of a contract \( = k \), Average Economic Value Added (Wages and Profits) of a contract \( = e \), Average percent of contracts consisting of EVA \( = e/k \), Average percent relevant community ownership and workforce participation of relevant community firms (i.e. \% local Inuit ownership and workforce of ‘local Inuit firms’) \( = l \). Opportunity cost of community firms \( = W \).
\[ E[S] = TX \times f/TX \times e/k \times l - W \iff E[S] = f \times e/k \times l - W \quad (2.4) \]

In words, the benefit to the community from its BSA is equal to the mine expense multiplied by the contracting share of expense, times the share of contract value that is economic value added, times the share of local participation in the contracts, adjusted for their level of business in a situation where mining proceeds in the absence of the BSA.

### 2.3 The Ahafo Mine Analysis

#### 2.3.1 Ahafo Background and Context

The Ghanaian mine we analyze is located in the Brong-Ahafo region of Ghana. Based on the 2000 census, agriculture accounts for about 70% of all economic activity in the Ahafo mine districts (Ghana Statistical Service, 2005). The 10 communities identified as affected by the Ahafo mine project are called the “mine catchment area communities” (The Agreement Forum, 2008c). These ten towns together make up the community in the Ahafo BSA. The size of the community towns ranges from 1,600 to 11,000 individuals (Boakye et al., 2018). The Ahafo mine sits on a lease concession of about 137,000 acres located approximately 300 kilometers northwest of Ghana’s capital, Accra. The operation consists of 3 open pits and an underground operation. We model the open pit part of the operation, as the underground portion was not developed in 2008. During 2016 the mine produced 349,000 ounces of gold, and the site reported 9.6 million ounces of reserves. The costs applicable to sales for the Ahafo project were on average $655/oz for the first 6 months of 2016, and $743/oz for the same period in 2017. The average all-in sustaining costs for the same two 6-month periods were $888/oz and $934/oz respectively, compared to an average gold price of $1257/oz for 2017 (Newmont, 2017).

Ghanaian mineral rights and the legal framework surrounding mineral extraction are established by the Minerals and Mining Act 2006 (MMA). The MMA requires that 10% of all mining royalties paid to the central government be given to the communities affected by mining, irrespective of any BSA. It lays out the requirements for being eligible to acquire mineral rights, the governmental role in and procedures for granting such rights, as well as responsibilities of the government and any mineral extractors (Parliament of the Republic of Ghana, 2006). The Minerals and Mining regulations 2012 (MMR) further established requirements for mineral extraction, local recruitment, and local content in mining (Parliament of the Republic of Ghana, 2012).

Ghanaian law requires mining companies applying for leases to plan for the mitigation of environmental degradation, preferentially employ Ghanaians, and use Ghanaian intermediate products whenever possible. The Minerals Commission, an agency of the Ghanaian federal government, is in charge of enforcing the reporting requirements and implementation

In the Ghanaian context, the landowners and community leaders of the mine catchment area do not have veto power over potential projects. The central government’s authority over land, particularly the power of eminent domain held by the president, is regularly used to approve mining projects that are seen as advantageous to the central government’s finances through taxes and royalty payments, and which are often not tied to local mine community outcomes (Oxfam, 2015). The low level of development unrelated to mining, coupled with relatively low levels of literacy and experience with formal work has prevented many locals and local businesses from taking advantage of economic opportunities (World Business Council for Sustainable Development, 2011).

2.3.2 The Ahafo BSA Documents

We use the term “Ahafo BSA” to refer to three documents called the Ahafo Social Responsibility Forum Agreements. They outline the rights and responsibilities of, as well as the methods of communication and areas of cooperation between, Newmont and the “Chiefs and People of the Ahafo Mine Local Community” (The Agreement Forum, 2008c,b,a).

The Ahafo Social Responsibility Forum, a multi-stakeholder body created in 2006, signed the Ahafo BSA in 2008, creating the Newmont Ahafo Development Foundation (NADEF). The Forum is made up of 3 company representatives, 8 representatives from district and regional government, 20 representatives of the traditional chiefs, 18 representatives from community groups, and two representatives from local NGOs (The Agreement Forum, 2008c).

In 2005 Newmont began discussion of mining and its impacts with the chiefs of the communities (Boakye et al., 2018). Through interviews we learned that the main focus of the community negotiators was on direct employment with Newmont. Some members of the community, particularly those in positions of power, were satisfied with the negotiation process. Newmont paid for the services of one lawyer to help all ten communities during negotiations. However, the lawyer is said to have only met one-on-one with the chiefs, and during negotiations mainly provided translation services, without providing advocacy (Boakye et al., 2018).

The Social Responsibility Agreement lays out the overall aims of the BSA as well as creating the institutions that administer the agreement. The employment agreement spells out how local communities should be a preferential source of mine labor, with 35% of all labor coming from the local communities being the initial goal, to be increased to 50% within ten years of the start of mine production (The Agreement Forum, 2008b).

The first two documents are agreements between Newmont and the local mine communities, and the third is between Newmont and NADEF. NADEF is managed by a board of trustees which includes a chairman nominated by the Forum on Newmont’s recommendation, four members nominated by Newmont, and four members nominated by the community.
nity. In the third agreement, Newmont commits to NADEF 1% of net pre-tax income, as well as $1 USD per ounce of gold sold (The Agreement Forum, 2008a).

The Ahafo BSA does not require Newmont to use or support local contractors, although the company created a “linkages” program that incentivized the use of local contractors in mining operations and provided support for the development of the local subcontractors. According to the World Business Council for Sustainable Development, the linkages program did increase the level of local content used in Newmont’s operations (World Business Council for Sustainable Development, 2011).

2.3.3 Ahafo Modeling Assumptions

We assume a 20-year mine life, as that is what the International Finance Corporation, a financier, expected in 2006 (Engineering & Mining Journal, 2006). A production rate of 500,000 oz/year is used based on the site’s plant capacity and Newmont’s predictions (Mitchell and Jorgensen, 2007; Newmont, 2009). The level of employment is based on the 2005 ratio of production-to-employment for a similar operation: the Obuasi gold mine, approximately 150km southwest of the Ahafo mine (Roe and Samuel, 2007).

The $492/oz total production cost comes from Newmont’s 2007 annual report (Newmont, 2008b). The mine’s revenue is 500,000 oz/year multiplied by the expected world gold price. Since we model the future payments in real terms (2008 dollars), we do not adjust either the price or the cost up; our basic assumption is that the net profit will increase at the rate of inflation. As a reality check, gold price data from Bloomberg include a predicted price per ounce of gold for 2008-2011; the price’s average growth rate for this period (2.8%) is close enough to the inflation rate that we use a constant price assumption. The standard deviation of yearly gold prices for 30 years from 1978 to 2008 ($261.21 2008 USD) was calculated from World Gold Council data (World Gold Council, 2017). This is used to create a 2 standard deviation-wide band centered around our gold price predictions, providing us with low, medium and high gold price estimates for sensitivity analysis.

Each direct job with Newmont is assumed to provide $2400 per year, 3.5 times the official minimum wage, as this is the average ratio in lower-middle income countries for similar mining projects (World Business Council for Sustainable Development, 2011; Ghana Statistical Service, 2008; Roe and Samuel, 2007; World Gold Council, 2015). The outside option level of income is calculated as the 2005 mean of per capita income in the Brong-Ahafo region as reported by the Ghana Living Standards Survey, scaled up to its 2008 level by Ghana’s GDP per capita growth from 2005-2007; the 2008 figure comes to $466.75/year (Ghana Statistical Service, 2008; The World Bank, 2017). Each income level is assumed to increase by the average real World Bank GDP/capita growth rate for Ghana from 1997 to 2007.

The BAU proportion of Ahafo mining jobs going to local community members is assumed to be 25% based on a 2008 environmental impact statement for a Newmont Ahafo mine
expansion (Newmont, 2008a). The percentage of jobs going to locals attributable to the BSA is set at 35% for 9 years after 2006, and increases to 50% in 2016 (The Agreement Forum, 2008b).

We model the potential size of local procurement to get an idea about how much a realistic provision could have increased the level of total community benefits. In general, detailed local content expenditure data are unavailable. Our industry contacts informed us that BSAs usually target expenditures on services, including energy purchases. This is due to the limited capacity of most mine host communities to provide other types of mining inputs.

According to one industry contact, in a developing country, services typically make up 20%-25% of a large mine’s total expenditures, and the local content expenditure target is usually set at 5%-10% of the services expenditures. This leaves us with a proportion of total expenditures going to local sources ranging from 1% to 2.5%. These targets are typically set at 3 times the expected BAU level of local procurement. We use the range of BAU (.3%-8.33% of total expenditures) and BSA-induced (1%-2.5% of total expenditures) local procurement estimates. The actual benefits are the level of profits and wages or “economic value added” (EVA) of contracts. We scale the estimates of contractor income by .536 based on the Ghana Industrial Census Brong-Ahafo manufacturing firm EVA (Ghana Statistical Service, 2006). We assume that local firms are 100% owned and staffed by locals, consistent with our interviews. We also scale the value of contracts by the ratio of the difference between BAU and BSA jobs income to the BSA jobs income to account for the opportunity cost of the contractors.

Mine profits are calculated as the 500,000 oz/year production multiplied by the predicted difference between the world gold price and the mine’s cost per ounce. Royalty payments to NADEF are thus $500,000 plus 1% of estimated profits in each year.

### 2.3.4 Ahafo Results

Community benefits in the Ahafo case are reported in Table 2.1. The total discounted life-of-mine community BSA benefit is estimated to be between $59-$92 million, measured in 2008 USD. Total benefits from the jobs category amount to $42 million and payments to NADEF range from $17-$50 million, depending on the price of gold. Estimates of possible contracting benefits range from $12-$28m, depending on the level of local participation achieved. The benefits as a fraction of life-of-mine revenues is 1.08% and could rise to 1.44% when including local contracting at the highest estimated level, for the base gold price scenario. The table reports this percentage for each of the benefit flows, using the base gold price revenues as the denominator. The direction of the results aligns with expectations. Given that the NADEF payments are profit-based, the share going to the Ahafo communities rises with the price of gold. Yet the ratio of the NPV of total benefits to the NPV of total revenue, once jobs
are included, falls with gold price since the community is getting employment irrespective of the profitability of the mine (assuming production levels are not changed).

Figure 2.1 graphically shows the discounted path of estimated benefits, based on base gold price predictions, as well as the range of reasonable estimates of potential benefits from contracting.

Table 2.1: NPV of Newmont Ahafo BSA Benefits in 2008 USD (% of Total Discounted Life of Mine Revenue)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increase in local benefit due to:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jobs</strong> ($E[J]$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$42$ million (0.60%)</td>
<td>Based on $500,000$ oz/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Payments to NADEF</strong> ($E[R]$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$17$ million (0.34%)</td>
<td>LOW gold price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$34$ million (0.48%)</td>
<td>MED gold price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50$ million (0.55%)</td>
<td>HIGH gold price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total BSA Benefits</strong> ($E[J] + E[R]$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$59$ million (1.18%)</td>
<td>LOW gold price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$76$ million (1.08%)</td>
<td>MED gold price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$92$ million (1.02%)</td>
<td>HIGH gold price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local Contracting</strong> ($E[S]$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$12$ million (0.15%)</td>
<td>1% of TX goes to local firms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$28$ million (0.36%)</td>
<td>2.5% of TX goes to local firms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.5 What Has Happened in Ahafo?

The Ahafo BSA’s local employment target, which started out at 35% and was supposed to increase to 50%, was never met. This was reflected when the Ahafo agreement was renegotiated in 2014 and the target was lowered to 24% with the hope that it could be raised to 35% by 2016 (The Agreement Forum, 2014). This has led community members to express disappointment with the employment situation (Boakye et al., 2018). Our model predicts that NADEF would receive $24$m in royalty contributions from 2008 to 2016. This is only a slight over-estimation, as NADEF annual reports indicate $23$m in contributions over the same period, though the gold price that resulted was more than $200 per once higher than forecast. Our overestimation of royalties was driven by a higher realized cost per ounce to extract the gold. The opportunities for local firms to fulfill contracts are estimated to be quite significant, however we are unable to find reliable data on the actual amount of contracting which has gone to local firms. Anecdotally, we observed many local firms partic-

---

4 We consulted NADEF annual reports from 2009 to 2016.
ipating in lower-end, labor-intensive parts of the value chain like land reclamation. Finally, conflict has not disappeared as a result of the signed BSA. In 2017, youth demonstrated against Newmont, citing a failure to deliver local jobs and contracts and to protect the environment (Boakye et al., 2018).

2.4 Mary River Mine Analysis

2.4.1 Mary River Background and Context

The second BSA case we analyze is the Inuit impact and benefit agreement (IIBA, in our nomenclature a type of BSA) pertaining to Baffinland Iron Mining Corporation’s (BIMC) Mary River iron mine. The mine includes an open-pit, a port on Milne Inlet to the north and a Milne Inlet tote road connecting the mine to the port. Using this production chain, Baffinland mined 3.2 million tons of iron ore in 2016 (Baffinland Iron Mine Corporation, 2017a,b). The BSA was negotiated based on an earlier plan to build a railway from the mine site to a southern port, with an annual production rate of 18 million tons of ore (Qikiqtani Inuit Association and Baffinland Iron Mine Corporation, 2013). In this case we have access to much more detailed reports concerning the mine including a detailed feasibility study.

The Mary River project contains at least nine high-grade iron ore deposits, with mining currently taking place at deposit number one. The ore being removed from the currently producing pit is very high grade, averaging 67 percent iron content (Mining Technology, 2017). The mine is located in the remote Qikiqtani region of the Canadian province of Nunavut, on the northern part of Baffin Island. The island is traditionally used for harvest-
ing wildlife including whales, walruses, seals, polar bears, ducks, and other birds (Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada, 2012). Due to the remoteness and frigid temperatures, there are relatively few non-mining uses for the land. The entire population of the territory is around 39,000 people, with about 11,000 living on Baffin island, mostly in the capital, Iqaluit (Nunavut Bureau of Statistics, 2017). The unemployment rate in Nunavut is generally higher than in the rest of Canada at around 15% in 2017 (Statistics Canada, 2017a). The closest communities to the mine site are at least 100km away over rough and undeveloped terrain.

Canadian law explicitly requires consultation with Indigenous communities in a meaningful way before carrying out resource exploration or extraction on their lands. This has lead to the creation and implementation of hundreds of impact and benefit, socio-economic, exploration, participation, cooperation and other types of resource extraction agreements in place throughout the country between companies, Indigenous people groups, and the various levels of Canadian government (Natural Resources Canada, 2017, 2013). These BSA-type documents and their negotiations are almost always confidential (Gaul, 2012; Coppes, 2016).

Nunavut contains about 350,000 km$^2$ of Inuit-owned lands. In the case of Mary River, the land immediately adjacent to the mine site is Inuit owned (Kvaerner, 2008). The Nunavut Land Claims Agreement of 1993 mandates that any organization proposing a major development project on Inuit land must sign an IIBA with the relevant designated Inuit organization, which, for the Qikiqtani region, is the Qikiqtani Inuit Association (QIA). The organization represents almost 15,000 Inuit people spread throughout 13 communities in the Qikiqtani region (Qikiqtani Inuit Association, 2017b). Revenues from the mine provide an opportunity for advancing the development agendas of the QIA communities, which generally lag behind the rest of Canada in terms of indicators such as education rates and per capita income levels (Qikiqtani Inuit Association, 2017b).

### 2.4.2 Mary River BSA Document

The Mary River BSA sets minimum targets for Inuit employment and establishes preferential contracting practices with local Inuit-owned businesses. It also funds the QIA’s implementation of the agreement, creates positions for those responsible for managing, monitoring, and implementing the agreement, and requires that some portion of mine profits be devoted to scholarship programs for youth. It suggests that improvements can be realized through shipping opportunities and employment, maintaining certain workplace conditions, Inuit engagement in the mining project, and monitoring/mitigation of environmental degradation (Qikiqtani Inuit Association and Baffinland Iron Mine Corporation, 2013). The agreement was signed by the two parties on September 6th, 2013.

The BSA creates an executive committee made up of 3 BIMC and 3 QIA representatives, which implements the agreement. The executive committee estimates yearly workforce requirements and Inuit availability to fill positions. It also establishes the minimum Inuit
employment goal, a ratio of Inuit person-hours to total person-hours involved in the mining operation, and determines whether it has been met and how it will be met in the future. The agreement also establishes a management committee made up of 4 BIMC and 4 QIA representatives, which is in charge of monitoring the operation and managing the mining project in relation to implementing the BSA (Qikiqtani Inuit Association and Baffinland Iron Mine Corporation, 2013).

The most easily quantifiable benefits are royalty and other payments by Baffinland, Inuit preference for employment, and preference for hiring Inuit-owned firms as contractors. Baffinland is required to make advance payments in the pre-production phases and royalty payments on iron produced during the mine life (Qikiqtani Inuit Association and Baffinland Iron Mine Corporation, 2013). Royalties are 1.19% of the net sales revenue. The QIA is only responsible for the cost of BSA implementation in years where BIMC pays royalties. The maximum implementation costs that the QIA is responsible for is 10% of its yearly royalty payments.

The agreement provides for a category of payments we refer to as “other” financial payments, which includes:

- A business capacity and start-up fund into which BIMC pays $250,000 per year until commercial production begins,

- The Ilagikttunut Nunalinnullu Pivalliajitut Kinaajjat (community capacity building) Fund, for which BIMC matches QIA contributions up to $375,000 per year for the first six years that the BSA is in effect, with BIMC increasing its payments by 30% for the first three years to cover the fund’s administrative costs,

- An education and training fund to which BIMC contributes $1,000,000 in each of the first two years of the agreement, and a minimum of $25,000 per year thereafter,

- A wildlife compensation fund with an initial contribution of $750,000 from BIMC which is optionally re-funded after its value dips below $50,000. (Qikiqtani Inuit Association and Baffinland Iron Mine Corporation, 2013)

In addition to the publicly-available BSA, three additional agreements were signed, covering land rental, sand and gravel fees, and water compensation respectively.

2.4.3 Mary River Modeling Assumptions

We have ready-made estimates of yearly output, costs, revenues, and profitability in the Mary River feasibility study (Kvaerner, 2008). The Mary River BSA was signed in 2013 and we assume production starts in 2016 to account for the feasibility study’s 3-year lag until production.
The negotiators initially left the minimum Inuit employment goal out, to be negotiated separately. In QIA’s 2015-2016 annual report, the goal is set at 25% (Qikiqtani Inuit Association, 2016a). We use this as our estimate of the BSA-induced Inuit employment level for Mary River, and assume that this figure represents three times the BAU level of Inuit employment (8.33%).

We assume that those employed by the mine would otherwise earn the median reported income in the five hamlets in North Baffin, Nunavut. The median of those five communities for 2013 is $21,864 per year, and we multiply it by real wage growth in Nunavut (1.12%), which we calculate by subtracting the Iqaluit consumer price index growth from the Nunavut average weekly earnings growth for 2004-2013 as accessed through the Nunavut Bureau of Statistics. The salary going to Inuit workers at the Mary River mine is assumed to be $71,936 per year, based on the average 2011 salary for Nunavut-based employees of the Agnico-Eagle mining company, scaled up by Nunavut’s nominal wage growth from 2011 to 2013 (George, 2011; Nunavut Bureau of Statistics, 2017). The number of employees during the operating phase of the mine, 629, comes from the feasibility study (Kvaerner, 2008). For the more costly start-up stage, manpower is not directly specified. The feasibility study tells us the amount of labor expenditure and total expenditure, and we divide this to get a share of capital expenditure (CAPEX) that goes into labor. Then, for each year of capital expenses, we multiply that share by the estimated CAPEX, and divide by the average salary in the operating estimates to get a number of expected jobs. That estimate peaks the year before first production (which we assign to 2015) at 1696 workers. These numbers are not far from the reported 800 people working at the smaller, but expanding, mine in 2017 (Bell, 2017).

With respect to calculating the financial value of the 1.19% royalty, we subtract the operating, capital, and land lease costs from total revenue and multiply that by the royalty rate. Unlike in gold mining, transportation of the iron ore from the mine’s port to the buyer is a fairly significant share of the costs. We also exclude shipping costs from the total revenue figure given that QIA did not have any authority over shipping. With respect to QIA’s responsibility to contribute towards the implementation budget, we do not subtract out this cost from our benefit calculations but, to be conservative, nor do we add benefits from the reimbursed expenses even though it might be leading to public goods provision and additional salary payments.

We then add the other payments detailed in the previous section. While we do not know the terms of the rental and compensation agreements outside the BSA, the QIA’s annual reports list the revenue from land leases, including an expected budget from the Mary River mine. In 2016-17 the estimate was $3.1 million (Qikiqtani Inuit Association, 2016a) and in 2017-18 the estimate was $3.2 million (Qikiqtani Inuit Association, 2017a), though the actual amount received that year was $3.4 million (Qikiqtani Inuit Association, 2018). We conservatively estimate that QIA will receive an annual lease payment of $3
million in 2013 dollars. According to the BSA, all advance and extension payments are calculated with the initial payment year 2013 as the base year, and each payment thereafter is adjusted annually for yearly inflation in the city of Iqaluit (Qikiqtani Inuit Association and Baffinland Iron Mine Corporation, 2013). For modeling purposes, we just keep them unadjusted in 2013 dollars.

We review literature concerning another northern Canadian mine that is party to a BSA, the Diavik diamond mine, to inform our estimates of the local content percentage that Inuit BSA negotiators could have realistically expected. We then use the 3-to-1 rule of thumb for BSA improvements to establish local procurement BAU levels. The Diavik average proportion of total expenditures (TX) going to Indigenous firms is 34% over the 11 year period, which is the figure we use in the Mary River benefit modeling (Rio Tinto, 2014). The Diavik BSA also gives us a categorical breakdown of the types of contracts and the proportion of spending devoted to each category. We assume that the Mary River procurement follows the same pattern when calculating the EVA attributable to procurement. To end up at an estimate of the procurement EVA we follow the calculation laid out in equation 2.4.

For the “outsourced labor” half of local Inuit procurement we assume that of contracts for laborers, 10% of the contract value is profits to local Inuit business owners and 90% is wages paid to employees (counted in our jobs estimates) so we assume that the outsourced labor contracts have a relevant EVA of 10%. For the remainder of the contract category types, we use the average Canadian manufacturing EVA of 35% (Statistics Canada, 2017b). We scale procurement EVA by 51%, based on the minimum level of Inuit ownership needed to qualify as an Inuit firm (Qikiqtani Inuit Association and Baffinland Iron Mine Corporation, 2013). This results in Inuit firm procurement equal to 3.9% of TX. Once again, we use the 3-to-1 rule for establishing a BAU scenario, giving us a counterfactual level of Inuit procurement of 1.3% of TX. As in Ahafo, we scale the value of contracts by the ratio of the mining jobs benefit (over the mining employee’s outside option) to the value of mining jobs in order to account for the opportunity cost of contractors.

2.4.4 Mary River Results

We report the Mary River results in Table 2.2. The discounted values of the jobs, royalties, other payments, and contracting categories are estimated to be $122m, $212m, $56m, and $32m respectively, using the base price estimate. This leaves us with total community benefits of $422 million for the life of the mine. We estimate the ratio of total benefits to life-of-mine revenues, net of shipping costs, to be 2.10%. Given that the royalty is based on sales rather than profits, we do not see a significant change in the community’s share of revenues when prices rise or fall, however the overall share correlates inversely to ore prices given that employment and contract opportunities are not sensitive to prices or profits in our simplified model.
Figure 2.2 graphically shows our estimates of yearly discounted community benefits. There is a hump in the benefits from subcontracting and jobs that coincides with the capital expenditure stage, and an initial spike in royalties from the up-front payments guaranteed in the agreement.

Table 2.2: NPV of Baffinland Mary River BSA benefits in 2016 CAD (% of total discounted life-of-mine production revenue)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increase in local benefit due to:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jobs ($E[J]$)</strong></td>
<td>$122$ million (0.61%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Royalty Payments to QIA ($E[R]$)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW ore price</td>
<td>$119$ million (1.06%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED ore price</td>
<td>$212$ million (1.06%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH ore price</td>
<td>$307$ million (1.06%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Financial Payments to QIA ($OTHER$)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW ore price</td>
<td>$56$ million (0.28%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED ore price</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH ore price</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local Contracting ($E[S]$)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW ore price</td>
<td>$32$ million (0.16%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.9% of TX goes to local Inuit firms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW ore price</td>
<td>$329$ million (2.93%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED ore price</td>
<td>$422$ million (2.10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH ore price</td>
<td>$517$ million (1.79%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.2: Yearly Mary River BSA Benefits (2016 CAD)
2.4.5 What Has Happened in Mary River?

Following the signing of the BSA in 2013, Baffinland went forward with a scaled-down plan to utilize the tote road through to the northern port, and mine just 3.2 million tons per year. Iron ore prices had fallen by more than half in the two years following the signing of the agreement, leading the company to choose a production plan that required less capital up front. Meanwhile, the QIA built up its capacity to manage the implementation of the BSA, including putting together a revenue management strategy that set up a “legacy fund” and a rule, intended to preserve the organization’s revenue from exhaustible resources for future generations, that just 4% of the principal be spent on programs (Qikiqtani Inuit Association, 2016b). As of October 2018, the fund held $42 million (Edgar, 2018).

Baffinland and the contractors did not meet the employment target of 25%; by 2017 the proportion of employment going to Inuit workers was only 13% (Brown, 2018). In 2018, alongside a proposed expansion of the mine output to 6 million tons per year, the BSA was renegotiated. In the new agreement, Baffinland committed to certain levels of expenditures on its own side to meet the employment goals through Inuit training, work readiness programs, recruiting, and career planning (Brown, 2018).

2.5 Discussion and Conclusion

Using a net present value methodology, we quantify the derived benefits of two BSAs using the most reasonable parameter estimates available. In so doing, we attempt to bring a similar level of quantitative rigor that has characterized the fiscal modeling of mineral development agreements or production-sharing agreements signed between natural resource companies and national governments for many decades (Smith and Wells, 1975). Of course, it is unknown whether these two cases are representative of the confidential agreements that are more typical of BSAs, yet with the text of their agreements public, they nonetheless serve as a sort of benchmark to communities negotiating BSAs. The estimated total benefits from signing the Ahafo and Mary River BSAs are 1.08% and 2.10% of estimated life-of-mine revenues respectively. To our knowledge, these are the first attempts to quantify the level of benefits promised to a community through a BSA.

Through their comprehensive nature, modern BSAs promise a suite of benefits with differing yardsticks and tactics to ensure benefit delivery across each BSA. One valuable contribution of our analysis is insight into the fact that actual outcomes such as local community development or employment can differ substantially from the goals set out in the relevant BSA. This is important for BSA negotiators to keep in mind when setting relevant targets. By quantifying the expected benefits from each of financial transfers, jobs, and contracting, the exercise allows us to estimate the relative performance of each for the two mine sites. Using our base estimate for the price of gold, we find the largest benefit in the Ahafo case to be jobs for locals. In the Mary River case, the largest benefit in the base
iron price scenario is estimated to be that from financial payments—mostly royalty and
land rent—with the benefit from contracting falling behind jobs. The exercise has value to
the wider ambition in mining and sustainability to begin to value non-fiscal benefits so that
they can be understood alongside the more easily-quantified tax revenues (Woodroffe and
Grice, 2019).

Comparing across the two mines, we note that the share of benefits coming from the
financial contributions in Ahafo are increasing in the price of the commodity, whereas in
Mary River, they are constant. The profit-based royalty in Ahafo means the community
shares more in the upside, whereas the revenue-based royalty in Mary River combined with
up-front payments and land rental means that the community is more protected if the
project does not progress, or if prices are low.

One way to view these estimates is that they represent the level of benefits that the
mining company must share in order to prevent the community from fighting the mine. The
larger share of total revenue that we find going towards the Mary River communities may
be due to the relatively higher bargaining power of the Nunavut communities, stemming
from the mining company’s duty to consult the Inuit and their own comprehensive land
claim agreement. Indeed, at one point when the QIA felt that Baffinland was not honoring
the agreement they took the company to arbitration and won a $7.3 million award (Strong,
2017). Since the impact of the Ahafo mine is likely to be more immediately felt by the
surrounding communities than the more remote Mary River mine, it would appear from this
comparative study that, at first glance, property rights trump mine impacts in determining
a community’s ability to win benefits.

We note that this modeling exercise has a number of important limitations. One, it has
only quantified three of the benefit streams (financial payments, jobs created, and contract-
ing opportunities) and none of the impact mitigation measures. This could unintentionally
elevate their importance, whereas perhaps for a community the most important benefit
is environmental or cultural protection. Our view is that some harder-to-quantify benefit
streams (or impact mitigation measures) might be more meaningfully considered outside of
a formal quantification. Two, the exercise is based on the relative value of the BSA to no
BSA, but does not tackle the value of a project going forward relative to not going forward.
This is a subtle difference, and community leaders and negotiators need to pay attention to
both concepts (to the extent they have control over the latter) while being clear what the
exercise can and cannot do. Three, it is based on forward projections which by definition
can only be estimated. Whereas investment decisions are disciplined by the threat of finan-
cial loss, negotiation outcomes in a BSA might face less accountability, particularly if the
agreement is confidential. Thus if this exercise is done in a practical situation, it would need
appropriate oversight and informed debate, lest benefits be overstated for political purposes.
Four, we do not model the different costs to the firm of providing each BSA-mandated ben-
efit stream, which can make it seem like they are all equivalently costly for firms. However,
one can imagine that it might be less costly for firms to provide benefits from direct employment to local communities than paying the equivalent directly to the community. As described by Gunton, modeling costs would be a necessary exercise for a firm intent on performing an informed cost-benefit analysis of signing a potential BSA (Gunton, 2020). Another obvious limitation is that different market conditions and implementation efforts may result in wildly different realizations of benefits. This limitation can be mitigated with scenario analysis and monitoring, which we discuss below.

Another limitation of our research is that we do not model any costs of signing a BSA. There could be time costs as well as governance and administration costs associated with abiding by a BSA, as well as the potential cost of reducing the ability of communities to try to stop the project. Another set of costs we have not analyzed are those associated with mine closure and environmental remediation as they are not contained in either BSA. Further, we are unable to determine the distribution of BSA benefits, particularly ex ante. However, we are able to measure the shares going to workers, contractors, governments, and development funds.

With figures running into the tens and hundreds of millions, the total life-of-mine benefits numbers may appear substantial, however we wish to put them in perspective. In the Ahafo case, the population of the 10 mine catchment towns according to the 2010 census, 48,504 people, would receive a total life of mine benefit of about $1,500 USD per capita in net present value (Ghana Statistical Service, 2014a,b). In the Mary River case, the 15,000 Inuit represented by the QIA would only see about $28,000 CAD per capita (Statistics Canada, 2017c). While these figures are significant, they are hardly transformational absent a broader economic and political awakening.

This exercise has policy implications for negotiations, monitoring, and implementation. On the negotiation side, communities may not end up with their full wish list, particularly on marginal projects or those occurring during weak periods in the commodity price cycle. Reasonable estimates of the value of BSA provisions will allow negotiators to make informed decisions about fighting for certain provisions over others. For monitoring, the explicit breakdown of our valuation calculation equations in section two can provide community leaders an idea of which parameters in their BSAs to pay attention to. Having numerical expectations to reference would also make the process of monitoring BSA performance more straightforward as the benefits observed could be compared to the community’s expectations. Regarding implementation, having estimates of the level of benefits each year can help to shape reasonable expectations of BSA and company performance. This could lead to lower levels of conflict between the parties to a BSA.
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Chapter 3

Is the Conventional Wisdom about Resource Taxation Correct? Some Surprising Results from Transparency Reporting.

3.1 Introduction

Multinational resource extraction companies search the world for natural resources to exploit for profit. Resource extraction such as that pertaining to gold mining, which we focus on in this paper, is different from most other investments because it is highly location-dependent. One has to go where the resource wealth is in order to exploit it. Along with deciding where to invest based on the geography of resources, companies take into account the other costs of doing business, such as the reliability of host country governments to commit to fiscal and legislative terms for resource extraction, and the ease of negotiating with local communities.

Gold mining is a large industry taking place in countries all over the world. The industry can provide direct jobs for individuals, contracting opportunities for local companies, funds to power development projects in developing countries, and a host of other potential benefits. The presence of mining can also have deleterious effects on the local environment and economy. For example, the livelihoods of farmers and fishermen can be destroyed by pollution or appropriation of useful land, and societal problems can manifest themselves due to the economic and social changes that gold mining can bring to a community (Hill, 2016). These forces interact in different ways depending on the local natural, economic, social, fiscal, and regulatory environments. Decisions of where to engage in gold mining have economic and environmental implications for communities, mine host country government revenues, and economic development trajectories of poor countries. It is crucial to understand the characteristics of mining operations worldwide to attempt to predict mining outcomes in the future. With millions potentially affected by mining, the implications of
this analysis are significant to many. In this paper, we seek to measure how certain characteristics of gold mining operations, and country level variables, affect the ratio of total payments from a mining company to a mine-host country government to the net revenue generated by that mining project. We refer to this ratio as the government’s “take.”

Bell et al. (2008) find, in an empirical analysis of gold mines around the world, that the sale price of gold mining operations, a measure of their perceived profitability, is increasing in the size and grade of reserves, while decreasing in the likely capital and operating costs and country risk (Bell, 2008). The likelihood that a government will change its policies and have a negative impact on foreign investors is referred to as political risk (Beers, 2019). This, along with the societal appetite for and perceptions of resource extraction, as well as the country and mine-specific costs of extraction helps determine whether or not a company decides to invest in a particular project. Based on standard investment theory, the more risky an international investment is to potential investors, the higher the potential return must be in order to attract interest in the investment.

In many countries the government requires the public disclosure of extractives payments between companies and the government by law. This can come through mandatory corporate disclosure documents from mining companies traded on stock exchanges, such as those in the EU, UK, Norway, or Canada, or through voluntary disclosure documents inspired by international organizations like the The Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) and Publish What You Pay (PWYP) (Hubert, 2016). There is significant reporting on extractives operations due to legal requirements and voluntary disclosures encouraged and required by these types of organizations. The Natural Resources Governance Institute (NRGI) digitally scrapes all types of the disclosure documents for payment data and aggregates the data on their website for use by researchers (Natural Resource Governance Institute, 2019).

We match these payment data to descriptive data on gold mining projects from a Thompson Reuters Eikon data terminal, normally used by financial market investors in many sectors including mining. This allows us to calculate the government’s take of each mining project and to control for features of each mining asset in our data analysis.

An initial look at the data reveals a surprising pattern. In contrast to the conventional wisdom that riskier (and usually poorer) countries must compensate investors with lower take rates, countries which have the lowest World Bank country income rating have the highest government take on average, shown in figure 3.1. The average take decreases as the World Bank income rating increases, with the highest income countries having the lowest average government take. Of course, this may simply be due to the fact that the mining projects active in the developing world are geologically superior, thus justifying the higher takes.
Notes: This figure shows the average government take rate of mining operations by World Bank country income ranking in our sample.

In an attempt to explain the surprising results, we generate a simple theoretical model to help structure our analysis and provide predictions of the effects of theoretically informed variables of interest on the government take. Our model is a constrained optimization problem: a representative firm maximizes profits of its mine, and a representative mine-host country government maximizes tax revenue by setting the government take. The initial basic model incorporates variables that come from standard investment theory. This basic model does not incorporate ideas such as the effects that political economy could have on the take. In order to analyze those relationships we extend the model to include political economy variables as potential determinants of the government take.

We use OLS regression analysis to test the model’s predictions, using the government payment and gold mining datasets, supplemented with standard cross-country data. While mine-level variables on the richness of the deposit align with the model’s predictions, the regression coefficients on country risk premium and local development requirements in fact go in the opposite direction. That is, riskier countries and those where there is a greater responsibility to compensate local communities have higher government take. This disagree-
ment led us to seek better explanations for the patterns we see in the data, and to extend the model.

Our model extension incorporates political economy surrounding mining and how that affects government take. A persistent and pervasive difficulty faced by poor but natural resource-rich nations is the looting of their natural resource wealth through corporations legally and illegally avoiding paying taxes, as well as outright theft. Corruption in the mining sector often includes “grease payments,” payments to government officials in order to facilitate them performing their legal duties, as well as outright bribes of such officials (Marshall, 2001). In Africa alone, unpaid taxes amount to about $61 billion USD a year, in addition to the theft of around $29 billion USD per year in mineral wealth (Dearden, 2017). Stories like that of the former president of the Democratic Republic of Congo are all too common. President Kabila oversaw the transfer of $5 billion USD in state assets to private firms, and was being given at least $4 million USD in cash each week from mining companies in the country (Thomas, 2015).

Another force acting on and influencing governments is the power of lobbying such as that coming from citizens, and more importantly coming from the mining sector. In mining-heavy countries such as Canada and Australia, the mining sector is often heavily engaged in lobbying. In Queensland, Australia, mining lobbyists accounted for the largest share of lobbyists making contact with the state government from 2013 to 2018 (Knaus, 2019). A Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives report finds that throughout both a conservative and liberal government’s terms, extractives industry lobbyists were effective in driving federal policy in line with the desires of the industry (Graham et al., 2019). Staple Theory is the idea that Canada’s economy has developed based on exporting “staple” natural resources, usually in their unrefined state, and that staple industries can capture the government through lobbying influence and financial contributions (Gunton, 2014).

The model extension incorporates four variables that measure the government’s appetite for unofficial side payments vis-a-vis the official taxes and fees. The regression coefficient on mineral rent dependence matches our theoretical model’s positive prediction and the lobbying influence coefficient matches the model’s negative prediction. Corruption has a surprising positive coefficient and goes in the opposite direction as the theoretical model, until we control for government effectiveness, which flips the sign on corruption to be in line with our theoretical prediction. These results suggest that countries with higher levels of dependence on mineral rents have higher takes, and that countries where lobbyists have more influence and countries which are more corrupt (when controlling for government effectiveness) have lower official government take rates. The regression coefficient on government effectiveness (a measure of a government’s ability to effectively generate and spend government revenues) surprisingly does not match our theoretical prediction and suggests that less effective governments on average generate higher levels of government take. The results of our two sets of regressions (basic core model, and the extended model) suggests
to us that the political economy of countries could be more important than the underlying economics of mineral assets for predicting the government take of gold mines.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: section two lays out our theoretical model of the determinants of government take. Section three describes our data in detail and how the variables enter our model. Section four contains our regression specifications, the results of our regressions, and robustness checks. Section five includes a discussion of our results and our conclusions.

3.2 Modeling Government Take

We have created a basic theoretical model and an extension that allow us to predict the relationships between our variables of interest and the government take. Our model is based on the theory of the firm which states that firms maximize profits through minimizing costs and maximizing revenues (Murphy, 2019).

3.2.1 Basic Investment Theory Model

The basic model includes one country government and one mining company. It incorporates the per unit revenue ($R_t$) and costs ($C_t$), the quantity of gold units produced ($Q_t$), and the life-span of a mine ($T$). The risk-free interest rate ($r$) and the country risk premium ($\delta$) are used in discounting. The required return on investment in order for it to be undertaken is represented by $\gamma(\cdot)$. The government’s take is $\tau$. The net present value to a mining company of a mine is expressed as:

$$V(\cdot) = \sum_{t=0}^{T} \frac{(R_t - C_t)Q_t}{(1 + r + \delta)^t}$$

Discounted expected lifetime firm profits are defined as:

$$\pi = (1 - \tau) * V(\cdot)$$

$$\pi = \sum_{t=0}^{T} \frac{(1 - \tau)(R_t - C_t)Q_t}{(1 + r + \delta)^t}$$ (3.1)

The government maximizes tax revenues while leaving the company enough profit to make the investment worthwhile.

$$\max_{\tau}[\tau V(\cdot)]$$ (3.2)

Subject to:

$$\pi \geq \gamma(\cdot)$$
$(1 - \tau) \cdot V(\cdot) \geq \gamma(\cdot) > 0$

The government will set $\tau$ as high as possible, while just meeting the firm’s participation constraint.

$(1 - \tau) \cdot V(\cdot) = \gamma(\cdot)$

Rearranging the constraint to isolate $\tau$ gives us:

$$\tau^* = 1 - \frac{\gamma(\cdot)}{V(\cdot)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

We use the constraint, equation 3.3, to perform comparative statics and give us predictions of the direction of the effect on $\tau^*$ of each independent variable of interest.

Our basic model based on investment theory assumes the government is a passive actor. However, governments have objectives other than simply maximizing the take. In order to analyze political economy effects on the optimal take, we extend the basic investment theory model.

### 3.2.2 Political Economy-Enhanced Model

We want to be able to analyze the impact of the underlying atmosphere around, or preferences for, unofficial side-payments between mining companies and governments. In our model extension, the government’s utility function now includes official payments as well as side payments, and different governments will have differing preferences for side payments. Side payments can include illicit corruption payments, as well as political contributions, which may be more common in more corrupt or heavily lobbied countries. On the other hand, some governments may be especially wary of non-official payments. Governments which depend heavily on resource revenues to finance their spending, as well as those with especially effective public sectors, may have an especially high preference for receiving payments through official channels.

The government maximizes a utility function which includes official payments and side payments (political contributions, bribes, etc.), with $\phi$ being a measure of the preference for a lump sum side payment $S(\phi)$. We assume that $S(\phi)$ is increasing in $\phi$.

$$\max_{\tau} [\tau V(\cdot) + S(\phi)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

The constraint in this extension takes the form:

$$(1 - \tau)V(\cdot) - S(\phi) \geq \gamma(\cdot) > 0$$
Setting the two sides equal to one another and rearranging to isolate $\tau^*$ as before gives us:

$$\tau^* = 1 - \frac{\gamma(\cdot) + S(\phi)}{V(\cdot)}$$

(3.5)

Taking the derivative of $\tau^*$ with respect to our variables of interest gives us predictions of the direction of the effects of variables on the government take. Our independent variables are explicitly included in the function $V(\cdot)$, and/or assumed to be arguments of the functions $\gamma(\cdot)$ and $S(\phi)$.

### 3.3 Data Used and Regression Specifications

We have created a unique dataset covering gold mines around the world and the government take from each mine by combining two key mining-centered datasets that have never been combined before: payment data between mining companies and host governments, and mine asset characteristics. Our dataset does not include all of the variables that characterize our theoretical model. However, it does include a number of variables that serve as strong proxies for the theoretical variables and concepts in the model. Each observation represents a distinct mining operation in a given year. Our observations include data from 2015 to 2017, and in our sample we have many firms working in multiple countries.

We use three different types of data in our analysis: data on payments between mining companies and country governments; data describing the characteristics of the gold mines; and country-level data taken from the World Bank and other sources.

#### 3.3.1 Payments Between Mining Companies and Host Governments

The payment data used is relatively new data from the NRGI on royalty, tax and other payments between mining companies and national governments. This data is made publicly available through the NRGI’s ResourceProjects.org website (Natural Resource Governance Institute, 2019). Transparency in taxation systems is desirable so the government and the public can know that they are getting a fair share of the wealth generated by extractive industries (Dobbs et al., 2013). Evidence of the importance of transparency and good governance surrounding these industries comes in the form of the creation of organizations such as the EITI and PWYP, and their mandating/encouragement of the disclosure of extractives sector payment information publicly. The EITI works in 52 resource producing countries around the world with the objective of promoting the “open and accountable management of oil, gas and mineral resources.” The standard requires that signatory countries publicly disclose information about the total value chain of their extractives industries and so are required to disclose, in official EITI reports, payments between the government and the mining companies working within their borders (EITI International Secretariat,
PWYP is a UK-based charity that has successfully encouraged greater transparency in extractives payment reporting around the world. The organization complements the EITI and works in more than 50 resource-producing countries encouraging payment disclosures for each extractives project within their borders. In more than 30 countries PWYP has contributed to legislation having been passed requiring the public disclosure of extractives payments (Publish What You Pay, 2020). These initiatives in large part are designed to reduce the possibility for corruption and the clandestine expropriation of mining revenues through bribes and side-payments (Aaronson, 2011). It is due to the payment reporting spurred on in each country that we have access to the rich extractives industry payment data. The NRGI dataset includes payments in the form of taxes, royalties, fees, dividends, bonuses, infrastructure payments, production entitlements, and 'other' payments made (in USD) between mining companies and mine-host country governments (Natural Resource Governance Institute, 2019).

3.3.2 Gold Mining Projects

Our mine characteristics dataset is rich data on 275 gold mining projects around the world gathered from a Thompson Reuters Eikon data terminal. The data describe most major gold mining operations around the world. This data includes the richness of each mining asset, the reserves in the ground, and the net revenue of the mine, among other characteristics (Thompson Reuters Eikon, 2019). We log the measure of mine richness (grams of recoverable gold per tonne of dirt moved) and mine reserves (kilotons of gold in the ground) in our analysis. As some of the mines in our sample produce copper, lead, and zinc in addition to gold, we use the price ratios between gold and the other metals to come up with the gold-equivalence between each other metal and gold. We add the gold equivalence of all produced metals together for each mine-year to come up with an overall measure of a mine’s richness. Our dependent variable is the ratio of all payments made to the mine-host country to the mining rents (gross revenue minus production costs) generated by a mine\(^1\) (Natural Resource Governance Institute, 2019). This gold mining data, despite its small number of observations, presents a rich empirical setting to test our model, as it includes the underlying mine and financial data to calculate mining rents and measure the quality of mine site assets.

\(^1\)In table 3.1, we see that the minimum government take in our sample is negative. This outlier mine is the Grasberg gold and copper mine in Indonesia, one of the largest gold and copper mines in the world. The popular attitude that local communities have not been receiving a fair share of the benefits, along with a rise in resource nationalism in general, led the Indonesian government to acquire a majority equity share in the mine in 2018 (Wexler, 2018; Otto and Sentana, 2018).
3.3.3 Country-Year Level Variables

We use the variable “government effectiveness” from the World Bank’s Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI) dataset which includes estimates of the strength of different aspects of governance (Kaufmann and Kraay, 2019). Government effectiveness takes values from -2.5 to 2.5, with larger values corresponding to better governance (normally associated with more developed countries) (Kaufmann and Kraay, 2019). Government effectiveness co-varies closely with other WGI measures of government capacity such as voice and accountability, political stability and absence of violence, regulatory quality, rule of law, and control of corruption (Kaufmann and Kraay, 2019). We use government effectiveness as a measure of overall government capacity to tax and spend effectively. ²

As the measure of each country’s dependence on mineral rents, we use the percentage of GDP made up of mineral rents, taken from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators dataset (World Bank, 2019).

We use an NYU Stern Business School measure of country risk premium, a percentage point increase in the risk-free interest rate, as a measure of the relative investment risks of mining in each country (Damodaran, 2019).

We use data from a Dupuy 2014 paper to make a dummy variable for whether a country’s mining laws include a requirement for local economic development of the communities affected by mining operations (Dupuy, 2014). It is a common perception that mining firms pay attention to the financial, bureaucratic, and time costs of abiding by local development requirements in order to minimize costs and maximize profits. Mining firms operating in the 21st century seek to attain a “social license” to operate that is facilitated by abiding by local development laws (Grice, 2018). This idea is buttressed by evidence showing that mining companies are valued more by investors when the mining company commits to providing benefits to mine-host communities (Henisz et al., 2014). Benefits flowing from mining operations to the mine-host communities can be substantial, with previous research finding that the benefits can amount to up to two percent of total life-of-mine revenues (Adebayo and Werker, Forthcoming).

We construct a proxy for the lobbying influence that the mining sector may have on a host country’s government by calculating the percent of the 2017 market capitalization of the world’s 50 largest mining companies that is headquartered in each country (Els, 2017).

We use Transparency International’s yearly corruption perceptions index (CPI), a survey-based measure of perceived corruption within each country, as a measure of corruption facing potential mining investors (Transparency International, 2018). The CPI takes values from zero to 100, with corruption decreasing as the CPI increases. We subtract each CPI value

²Government effectiveness also measures the government’s ability to credibly keep order within the mine-host country, protect projects from expropriation by government officials and criminals, as well as from protests and work stoppages caused by civil unrest.
from 100 so that an increase in the variable corresponds to increased corruption, for ease of interpreting our results.

3.3.4 Linking the Dataset to the Theoretical Model

We choose variables from the dataset to correspond to the variables incorporated in our theoretical model. We show summary statistics of the variables of interest we use in our analysis in table 3.1, as well as correlations between our empirical variables in table A.1 in appendix A.1.

**Basic Model Variables**

The richness of a mine is negatively correlated with per-unit costs $C_t$, and positively correlated with the quantity of gold produced $Q_t$, both of which increase the value of a mine, $V(\cdot)$. Taking the derivative of equation 3.3 with respect to richness, our theoretical model predicts an increase in the tax rate $\tau^*$ due to an increase in the richness of a mine.

In our model the level of reserves, kilotons of gold at a certain mine site, is assumed to increase the quantity of gold produced in each year $Q_t$. Greater reserves should also increase the life of the mine $T$, which decreases the per-unit cost of mining $C_t$, as capital expenditures can be spread out over more years of operation. These effects increase, ceteris paribus, the relative net present value of a mine $V(\cdot)$, predicting that the tax rate, $\tau^*$, increases with the mine’s level of reserves.

Increased political risk in a mine-host country shows up as an increase in $\delta$ in our model, thus decreasing the net present value of a mine $V(\cdot)$ (Damodaran, 2019). The increased risk, based on standard investment theory, should cause a potential investor to require a higher minimum return on investment, $\gamma(\cdot)$, in order to go through with opening the mine (Palmer, 1980). The model predicts that the government take decreases as the country risk premium rises, which is in line with basic investment theory.

Local development requirements are predicted to cause an increase in the cost of mining $C_t$, reducing the value $V(\cdot)$. The local development requirement also creates more red tape for the mining company to deal with, and so should increase the required return, $\gamma(\cdot)$. Our model predicts a negative effect of local development requirements on government take.

**Extended Model Variables**

Government capacity increasing is associated with lower country risk $\delta$, and so increased mine value, $V(\cdot)$. Increased government effectiveness should be associated with a decrease in $\gamma(\cdot)$, as the decreased risk lowers the required return to investors (Palmer, 1980). We assume that side payments, $S(\phi)$, are negatively related to government effectiveness through the decreased preference for such payments, $\phi$. Using the model extension, it predicts that the government take will increase with government effectiveness.
We expect that governments more reliant upon mineral rents for revenues will have a reduced preference $\phi$ for side payments in order to “not kill the golden goose” through expropriation of mining rents. The model extension predicts that an increase in mineral rent dependence will be associated with an increased government take.

The presence of large mining companies lobbying a country’s government is predicted to have the effect of increasing the supply of political contributions $S(\phi)$ to government officials. We predict also that the presence of more mining company employees voting on mining policy would put downward pressure on the government take. The model predicts unsurprisingly that increased lobbying power in the mining sector will have a downward effect on the government take.

Increased corruption$^3$ is expected to increase side payments $S(\phi)$. Our model extension predicts that the take rate, $\tau^*$, decreases in the host country government’s level of corruption.

### 3.4 Results

We use OLS linear regressions to empirically test the predictions of our model. $Y_{fit}$ is our outcome variable, the government take. Each observation is at the firm $f$, project $i$, year $t$ level. $\beta_1$ is our coefficient on the variable of interest (VOI). In each of our main specifications, the control variables included are mine age, mine age squared, and year fixed effects ($FE_t$). In a robustness check we include firm fixed effects, and in another we limit the observations to those with government take between zero and 25 percent. We interpret our regression results as correlational rather than causal, as there are likely omitted variables which could not be included, and the limited number of data points limits the power of the regressions. All of our main regressions take the form:

$$Y_{fit} = \beta_0 + \beta_1(VOI)_{fit} + \beta_2(Mine\ Age)_{fit} + \beta_3(Mine\ Age\ Squared)_{fit} + FE_t + \epsilon_{fit}$$ (3.6)

Regressions one through four, and seven through ten include only one variable of interest at a time. Regression five in table 3.2 includes the log of reserves, country risk premium, and local development requirement variables. We exclude log of richness due to that variable having limited observations in our dataset. We are left with only 122 of our 194 observations

---

$^3$Our corruption variable is positively correlated with country risk $\delta$, and so the effect of both on the government take will be in the same direction. So, we can use corruption as our variable of interest without including political risk in our analysis. Corruption is associated with an increase in expected costs $C_t$ due to potential work stoppages due to mine-host communities’ perceptions of a lack of fairness in the distribution of mining-derived benefits. The required return on investment, $\gamma(\cdot)$ is also positively related to the CPI because of the increased risk of investing in a country with a more corrupt government. An increase of either $C_t$ or $\delta$ has a negative effect on mine value $V(\cdot)$. 
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in the log of richness regression number one. Regression six in table 3.2 includes all four of our basic model covariates at once. Regression 11 includes government effectiveness, lobbying influence, and corruption. Finally, regression 12 in table 3.3 includes all four of our extended model variables.

Table 3.1: Summary Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government Take</td>
<td>26.302</td>
<td>-0.430</td>
<td>5.455</td>
<td>5.611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mine Age</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18.108</td>
<td>21.315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mine Age Squared</td>
<td>12769</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>779.902</td>
<td>2195.773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Richness (Grams of gold per ton of earth)</td>
<td>6.928</td>
<td>0.662</td>
<td>2.398</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Reserves (Kilotons of gold)</td>
<td>14.619</td>
<td>2.463</td>
<td>9.977</td>
<td>2.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Risk Premium</td>
<td>10.410</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.994</td>
<td>3.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Development Requirement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.392</td>
<td>0.489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Effectiveness</td>
<td>1.937</td>
<td>-1.006</td>
<td>0.507</td>
<td>0.910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral Rents/ GDP</td>
<td>24.002</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>3.196</td>
<td>5.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Cap of 50 Largest Mining Companies</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.249</td>
<td>5.352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption Perceptions Index</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>48.701</td>
<td>21.510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>194</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of our basic model regressions are reported in table 3.2. The coefficient on the richness variable is positive and statistically significant at the 5% level. An increase in richness of one percent is associated with a 1.369 percentage point increase in government take. This seems to suggest that governments with richer assets under their control are better at generating official government revenues. The coefficient on the reserves variable is positive, as expected, but not statistically significant.

Surprisingly, the coefficient on the country risk premium variable is positive and significant at the 1% level. An increase of one percentage point in country risk premium is associated with a .830 percentage point increase in government take. This suggests that in riskier countries, usually located in the developing world, the governments are actually better at generating government revenue from gold mining. The coefficient on the local development requirement variable is positive but not statistically significant.

Footnote: In unreported regressions, we replace the country risk premium variable with country GDP per capita in table 3.2, and see negative coefficients (higher GDP per capita being correlated with lower take rates on average), which is in line with figure 3.1, and our coefficients on country risk premium.
Table 3.2: Core Model Regression Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Log Richness</td>
<td>1.369*</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.648)</td>
<td>(0.716)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Reserves</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
<td>-0.153</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.315)</td>
<td>(0.228)</td>
<td>(0.360)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Risk Premium</td>
<td>0.830***</td>
<td>0.889***</td>
<td>0.637**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.230)</td>
<td>(0.242)</td>
<td>(0.238)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Devel. Required</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>0.0793</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.202)</td>
<td>(1.322)</td>
<td>(1.703)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations: 122 168 181 183 166 114
Adjusted $R^2$: 0.178 0.074 0.256 0.061 0.297 0.282

Standard errors in parentheses
The control variables suppressed include mine age, mine age squared, and year dummies.
Standard errors are clustered at the country level.
* $p < 0.10$, ** $p < 0.05$, *** $p < 0.01$

Regression five in table 3.2 includes the reserves, country risk premium, and local development requirement variables. The coefficient on country risk premium remains of a similar magnitude and statistically significant at the 1% level. When we include all four basic model variables we lose 80 of our observations and none of the coefficients are statistically significant except the coefficient for country risk premium, which remains positive and statistically significant at the 5% level.

While the coefficients on richness and reserves lend support to the applicability of standard investment theory in describing the government take, the coefficients on the other two basic model variables (country risk premium, and local development requirement) do not provide this support, and suggests that there might be a better explanation for the patterns in the data. Standard investment theory would predict that in countries where there is more political risk, or in countries where mining companies are required to provide benefits to local communities, projects should have lower average take rates to incentivize investment. These surprising results align with the results from figure 3.1 in the introduction, and provide evidence that the higher average government take rate observed in riskier jurisdictions is not driven solely by the quality of the underlying mineral asset.

In table 3.3 we test the additional hypotheses suggested by the extended model. Our coefficient on government effectiveness is negative and significant at the 1% level. It shows that for an increase in government effectiveness, we can expect a lower take rate. The data unexpectedly imply that more effective governments generate lower levels of useful revenues from gold mining.
The coefficient on mineral rents as a percent of GDP, a measure of a country’s mineral rent dependence, is positive and statistically significant at the 5% level. The coefficient implies that for a one percentage point increase in mineral rents as a percent of GDP, we expect to see a half percentage point increase in the government take, lending support to the hypothesis that governments more dependent on mineral rents may do a better job of generating official government revenues from mining.

The coefficient on the share of the market cap of the largest 50 mining companies headquartered within a country, a measure of the lobbying influence the mining sector has on the government, is negative and significant at the 10% level. A one percentage point increase in our measure of lobbying influence is associated with a .3 percentage point decrease in government take. Governments that likely experience more lobbying from the extractives sector, it appears, generate lower levels of mining-related government revenues.

In regression ten, the coefficient on the corruption perceptions index, an estimate of governmental corruption, is positive and statistically significant at the 10% level. This surprising result suggests that increased levels of corruption is associated with higher levels of government take, despite the possibility of increased side payments. This implies that governments which are more corrupt are actually better at generating useful revenues than less corrupt governments, until we control for government effectiveness, at which time the coefficient on corruption flips to negative, suggesting that less-corrupt governments generate higher levels of government take on average. In regression 12 in table 3.3, we include all four of our extended model variables at once. The coefficients on government effectiveness, lobbying influence, and corruption are negative. The coefficient on mineral rent dependence is positive. All of the coefficients are of the same sign as in the regressions where they enter alone, except for the coefficient on corruption which flips its sign from regression 10 to regressions 11 and 12.

The coefficients on mineral rent dependence and lobbying influence match with our theoretical predictions, while the coefficients on government effectiveness and corruption are the opposite of what our theoretical model predicts, until we control for government effectiveness which flips the sign on corruption to be in line with our theoretical prediction. The agreement between three out of four of the signs of our political economy regression coefficients and their theoretical model counterparts, as well as the fact that the minimum R-squared is higher in our extended model results, leads us to question the ability of the basic investment-theory-based model to fully explain government take, and to suggest that the political economy model extension brings additional insight.
Table 3.3: Extended Model Regression Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gov Effectiveness</td>
<td>-2.204***</td>
<td>-6.146**</td>
<td>-4.786</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.722)</td>
<td>(2.492)</td>
<td>(3.380)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral Rents, Percent of GDP</td>
<td>0.503**</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.191)</td>
<td>(0.266)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobbying Intensity</td>
<td>-0.300*</td>
<td>-0.0421</td>
<td>-0.0459</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.155)</td>
<td>(0.175)</td>
<td>(0.118)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption Perceptions Index</td>
<td>0.0687*</td>
<td>-0.185**</td>
<td>-0.111</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0376)</td>
<td>(0.0822)</td>
<td>(0.117)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>109</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>0.342</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard errors in parentheses
The control variables suppressed include mine age, mine age squared, and year dummies.
Standard errors are clustered at the country level.
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < .01

3.4.1 Robustness

In order to test the robustness of our regression results, we perform the same regression analysis with some changes. We may worry that the results are driven by the selection of firms operating in developed versus developing countries. In the first robustness check we include firm fixed effects in addition to year fixed effects and cluster at the firm level instead of the country level to control for that possibility. The results are similar, with the coefficient on reserves (regression two) and lobbying influence (regressions 11 and 12) switching sign but staying statistically insignificant, and a general reduction in statistical significance. These results are reported in tables A.2 and A.3 in appendix A.2.

A second concern is that the results may be driven by a handful of mines with relatively extreme values for government take. Our second robustness check involves keeping only observations that have a government take rate greater than zero and less than 25 percent, in order to remove the influence of outliers. The results of this robustness check shows that all of the signs of our coefficients do not change, and the magnitudes of the coefficients are very similar to those in the main regression tables. The second robustness check regression results are shown in tables A.4 and A.5 in appendix A.3.

3.5 Discussion and Conclusion

This work is a first step to match data on extractives sector payments with data on mine characteristics, and to ground the analysis of government take from resource projects in economic theory. We create a theoretical model of the determinants of government take
from gold mines around the world, and test its predictions using OLS regression analysis. Based on our analysis we find that a standard investment theory model does a poor job explaining government take, and that a clearer picture begins to emerge with a political economy model related to governmental preferences for side payments.

The coefficients describing the physical characteristics of a mine in the basic model match our theoretical predictions, that increased reserves and richness would lead to higher government takes, with the coefficient on reserves not being statistically significant. However the coefficients on country risk premium and local development requirements do not match our predictions. The regression coefficient for country political risk is the opposite of its theoretical prediction, and the coefficient on local development provision is not statistically significant. The discourse around mining investment suggests that we should expect mines in countries with fewer local community obligations and less political risk to have higher take rates. Our predictions of how the red tape of dealing with local communities and political risk of government should affect the take are not borne out in our analysis, suggesting there might be a better way to explain the data.

We do see factors that influence government incentives having a predictive role in explaining our data. Our coefficient on government effectiveness is surprisingly negative, and the coefficient on corruption is surprisingly positive, both different from our theoretical predictions. However, the sign on corruption flips to be negative and statistically significant, in line with our prediction, once we control for government effectiveness. The coefficients on mineral rent dependence and lobbying influence of mining companies match our theoretical predictions and are statistically significant, giving us confidence that our political economy model extension does help in explaining the data.

Taken at face value, these results question the conventional wisdom that poorer, less-developed country governments have lower capacity to, and do a worse job of collecting, government revenue than do those in developed nations. It appears from our first look at the data in figure 3.1 and is borne out in our regression analysis that less developed countries, countries with higher dependence on mineral rents, those with lower shares of top 50 mining companies headquartered in country, and those with lower levels of corruption are actually getting larger shares of mine rents.

This could be the result of developing nations effectively implementing policy guidance that they have absorbed from international organizations like the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and the NRGI. It could be possible that, by focusing on government revenue generation and transparency, developing nations have outpaced developed nations in generating fair amounts of government revenue from mining, and we will perhaps see government take in developed nations “catching up” to developing countries in the future. It is also possible that we are witnessing “pockets of effectiveness,” where good outcomes only require a small number of bureaucrats who are committed to and effective at public good provision in contexts where effective public goods provision is not the norm, particularly in
the developing world (Hickey and Mohan, 2013). This paper adds to the growing number of examples of developing country governments exhibiting high capacity in spite of a commonly held belief of venality and ineffectiveness e.g., (Spray and Werker, 2019).

Most mining in the world is carried out by mining companies based in developed western nations such as Australia, Canada, and the United States. While there are generally legal protections put in place to protect the social, economic, and environmental health of Indigenous people domestically, these protections often do not exist in the other, often developing, countries where mining firms from the western world are extracting resources. Activists have shone a light on the destruction of Indigenous lives and livelihoods, forced displacement, and environmental destruction often wrought by western extractive firms operating abroad (Engler, 2019). Scholars studying the impacts of extractive operations throughout the global south make the point that the developmental goals of communities are regularly not met through increased extractive operation intensity. These projects are also often associated with widespread dissatisfaction with related outcomes (Canel et al., 2010). These negative experiences have led to substantial criticism of the mining sector’s corporate behavior. Activists claim that there is a double standard for mining companies, in that they are held to higher standards in developed nations in terms of protecting local populations from the potential downsides of mining and sharing in its benefits. This could help explain why take rates are lower in developed nations, as mining firms must do more for local communities there in a way that is not captured in the simple dummy variable we use to proxy for community development costs.

Take rates are generally low in the mining sector all around the world, when compared to the world average of corporate income tax rates which sits at around 25 percent (Asen, 2019). It may be that the reason for our unexpected findings is that government take does not have a large enough effect on profitability to matter much. That is, government taxes on mining may not be high enough to materially affect the investment decisions of mining companies around the world. Instead, higher costs (labor, capital, etc.) in developed economies not captured in the mine-level data might lead to lower take in developed countries.

Having more voluminous and detailed resource project data would allow future researchers to perform a more rigorous analysis of the determinants of government take in mining. This could also allow for the further testing of the hypotheses in this paper and whether or not these surprising results stand up to further scrutiny with better data. And should these results be found in new datasets, future researchers will need to generate novel theoretical explanations to better understand the relationship between economic development, political risk, and government take from resource projects.
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### A.1 Correlations Between Variables of Interest

#### Table A.1: Correlations Between Variables of Interest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Log of Richness</th>
<th>Log of Reserves</th>
<th>Country Risk Premium</th>
<th>Local Development Requirement</th>
<th>Government Effectiveness</th>
<th>Mineral Rents Dependence</th>
<th>Market Cap of 50 Largest Mining Companies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Log of Richness</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log of Reserves</td>
<td>0.0457</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Risk Premium</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.0731</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Development Requirement</td>
<td>0.434***</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>0.370**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Effectiveness</td>
<td>-0.143</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>-0.738***</td>
<td>-0.141</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral Rents Dependence</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.301*</td>
<td>0.658***</td>
<td>0.430***</td>
<td>-0.365**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Cap of 50 Largest Mining Companies</td>
<td>0.0311</td>
<td>-0.233</td>
<td>-0.715***</td>
<td>-0.215</td>
<td>0.683***</td>
<td>-0.514***</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption Perceptions Index</td>
<td>0.0777</td>
<td>-0.149</td>
<td>0.521***</td>
<td>-0.0262</td>
<td>-0.923***</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.550***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001
## A.2 Regression Results, Firm Fixed Effects

### Table A.2: Core Model Regression Results, Firm Fixed Effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Log Richness</td>
<td>1.317</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.915)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.820)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Reserves</td>
<td>-0.0154</td>
<td>-0.153</td>
<td>-1.004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.412)</td>
<td>(0.359)</td>
<td>(0.706)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Risk Premium</td>
<td>0.650∗∗</td>
<td>0.625∗∗</td>
<td>0.640∗</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.262)</td>
<td>(0.276)</td>
<td>(0.330)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Devel. Required</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.464</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>-1.630</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.356)</td>
<td>(1.175)</td>
<td>(1.538)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>0.346</td>
<td>0.447</td>
<td>0.519</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard errors in parentheses
The control variables suppressed include mine age, mine age squared, firm and year dummies.
Standard errors are clustered at the firm level.
∗ $p < 0.10$, ∗∗ $p < 0.05$, ∗∗∗ $p < 0.01$

### Table A.3: Extended Model Regression Results, Firm Fixed Effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gov Effectiveness</td>
<td>-1.533</td>
<td></td>
<td>-6.283</td>
<td></td>
<td>-5.091</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.940)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(4.473)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(4.364)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral Rents, Percent of GDP</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.316)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.357)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobbying Intensity</td>
<td>-0.160</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.165)</td>
<td>(0.190)</td>
<td>(0.246)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption Perceptions Index</td>
<td>0.0489</td>
<td>-0.179</td>
<td>-0.130</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0341)</td>
<td>(0.149)</td>
<td>(0.138)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>0.380</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>0.476</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Standard errors in parentheses
The control variables suppressed include mine age, mine age squared, firm and year dummies.
Standard errors are clustered at the firm level.
∗ $p < 0.10$, ∗∗ $p < 0.05$, ∗∗∗ $p < 0.01$
### A.3 Regression Results, Errors Clustered at the Country Level, Government Take above 25% and below 0% dropped.

#### Table A.4: Core Model Regression Results, Outliers Dropped

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Log Richness</td>
<td>1.294**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.614)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.735)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Reserves</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0139</td>
<td>-0.218</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.269)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.203)</td>
<td>(0.345)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country Risk Premium</td>
<td>0.806****</td>
<td>0.863***</td>
<td>0.621**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.220)</td>
<td>(0.235)</td>
<td>(0.239)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Devel. Required</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>0.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.190)</td>
<td>(1.283)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.767)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.238</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Standard errors in parentheses
- The control variables suppressed include mine age, mine age squared, and year dummies.
- Standard errors are clustered at the country level.
- $^\ast p < 0.10$, $^\ast\ast p < 0.05$, $^\ast\ast\ast p < 0.01$

#### Table A.5: Extended Model Regression Results, Outliers Dropped

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gov Effectiveness</td>
<td>-2.297****</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-5.658**</td>
<td>-4.683</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.709)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.562)</td>
<td>(3.670)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mineral Rents, Percent of GDP</td>
<td>0.448**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.174)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.255)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobbying Intensity</td>
<td>-0.308*</td>
<td>-0.0408</td>
<td>-0.0773</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.155)</td>
<td>(0.173)</td>
<td>(0.115)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption Perceptions Index</td>
<td>0.0752*</td>
<td>-0.159*</td>
<td>-0.0963</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0367)</td>
<td>(0.0830)</td>
<td>(0.129)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>0.328</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Standard errors in parentheses
- The control variables suppressed include mine age, mine age squared, and year dummies.
- Standard errors are clustered at the country level.
- $^\ast p < 0.10$, $^\ast\ast p < 0.05$, $^\ast\ast\ast p < 0.01$